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ABSTRACT
\,!'e acidress the research problerns relating to channel schecluling and call aclmission

control for real-time voice services in IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs. Here, schecluling

refers to the efficient allocation of the available resources àtnong the adrnittecl voice

calls, ancl the call adrnission control (CAC) refers to the methocl for cleciding whether

to admit or to dlop an incoming voice call depending on some decisive performance

mett'ics. We carly out a background study of IEEE 802.11 N,{AC standard with special

Ìeference to its ai-chitectulal aspects, quality of service (QoS) limitations on real

time selvices, QoS enhancement aspects and efforts done so far within the stanclalcl.

We specify the core issues related to the QoS proi'isioning and efficient banclwidth

utilization. We also present a,n extensive research survey and critically analyze the

major research u'orl<s on QoS-awale wireless medium access contlol (l\4AC) protocols

in the recent literatule.

Analytical performa.nce evaluation of two rvell-known contention-free schemes that
suppress the silerlce periods in voice calls is carried out. Nunierical results verify that
these schemes are not suited to delay sensitive voice traffic. To this encl. we developed

a new QoS-au'are wireless I\,IAC plotocol. called Hybrid Contention-Flee Access (H-

CFA) protocol, and a measurement-based call adrnission control techniq¡e, callecl

Tlaffic Stream Admission Control (TS-AC) algorithm. The H-CFA combines the two

contention-free wileless medium access approaches, i.e., the lound-robin polling ancl

the time-division multiple access (TDl\44)-like time slot assignment, to suppress the
idle periods of voice calls efficiently at no cost of increa,sed waiting time delays,

In order to provide tlìe acceptable level of packet loss to alreacly admittecl traffic
stre.l'ms, the proposed TS-AC algorithm keeps the number of adlnitted stations below

some measurecl maximum count. The TS-AC algorithm maximizes the capacity based

on the lnaximum negotiated QoS level in terms of the percentage of times an aclmitted

voice usel may undergo non-consecutive packet loss.

Performance analyses of the proposed H-CFA N,IAC protocol and the TS-AC
scheme are carried out through simulation models in comparison to the lelated well-
known schemes in the literature, including the round-robin polling scheme. The
performance results show that the H-CFA plotocol out-performs all its connterparts

and that the TS-AC scheme provides consistent delay satisfaction and increases the

capacity gain significautly at the cost of clifferent accepted QoS levels.
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Chapten I

Introduction

Over the last few years, there is a rapidly glowing trend of migrating customers

from traclitional telephone cornpanies to mobile phones ancl Voice-over-IP (VoIP)

services. Until recentll', r'oice user demand for rnobilitv has been fulfilled by the

circuit-switched ba.sed cellular technology only. Although, the dedicated bandrvidth

allocation in cilcuit-switched networks makes them very efficient in terms of end-to-

end (ETE) clelays and jitters (fi'ames inter-an'ival tirne), but, at the same time, it
also makes thern banclwidth-inefficient. This is due to the fact that voice calls are

bursty in nature with alternating talk-spurt and silence per:iods.

The packet-switched telephony technology (i.e., VoIP) is being increasingly de-

ployed worldwide on cotnrnercial glounds on wirecl-IP netwolks throrrgh the Internet.

The ea^se of statistical rnultiplexing of IP packets in the packet-sr,vitched networks

makes it highly bandwidth efficient and cost-effective. By 2009, VoIP systelns al'e

expectecl to represent 9I% of all enterprise phone s)'stetns worldrvide [1]. Although,

VoIP technology suppt'esses the alternating silence periocls of voice calls ancl iucreases

the banclwidth utilization by multiplexing those with other voice calls, it does llot ful-

fill the increasing mobility clemand of the user'.

The demand for lnobile VolP-telephon5' h¿s been increasing with exponential pace

which ha^s attlacted tremendous resealch wolk in this alea. There are two major

grorrnds of resear-ch for this purpose. One is the IEEE 802.i6 standard-based WiN'IAX

(Worldwide Interoperability for \,ficrowave Access) technology, u'hich ranges to sev-

elal miles to cover a metlopolitan city area through wireless access. The other is

IEEE 802.11 standarcl-based rvireless LAN or \À¡iFi (Wireless Fidelity) technology,

which provides wireless medium access rvithin around hundled meters to cover small

public places such as nniversity or college canipuses, hospitals, airpot'ts, and restau-
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rants. Accolding to a resealch estirnate, the enterprise market for VoIP over WiFi
equipment is to be rvorth around 2bn in 2007 and growing to 75bn in 2012 [2]. OuL

focus in this research thesis is the rvireless VoIP using WiFi.
Pervasive commercial deployment of VoIP over wileline networks and the un-

plecedented rnobility'. flexibility and scalability provided by the \\¡iFi hot-spots in

the recent yea¡s have attlacted great researcli effolts in the alea of WiFi VoIP. R.eal-

time voice traffic reqnires some parâmetric t¡,pe of quality of service (QoS) such as

maximum end-to-end delay bound, acceptable jitter, ancl acceptable inconsecutive

packet loss. For example, the interactive voice can normally tolerate end-to-encl de-

lay np to 25 msec without echo canceller and I50 msec with echo canceller [6]. This

stringent pararnetric QoS requirement can only be fulfilled through end-to-encl con-

nection oliented service. However, voice tlaffic can tolerate inconsecutive packet loss

and can provide the oppor-tunity of multiplexing gains through the srrppression of its

alternating silence periocls.

N'fedium access control (L,IAC) plotocol design plays a key role in plovisioning QoS

for packet-switched ser-r,ices in a WLAN. Real-tirne voice tlaffi,c poses stringent QoS

requirements, such as maximum delay bound, acceptable jitter, and acceptable incon-

secutive packet loss. The distributed coordination function (DCF) which is rnanda-

tory in the IEEE 802.11 i\,fAC standarcl uses a contention-basecl medium âccess pro-

tocol, called carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSN,IA/CA). The

binary exponential back-ofÏ tnechanism used in CSN,fA/CA causes non-deterministic

channel access delays which grows even faster under heavy and unbalanced traffic con-

ditions [23]. Therefore, DCF is not suitable for real-tirne voice tlaffic. Whereas, the

point coordination function (PCF), rvhich is optional in the IEEE 802.11 I\4AC stan-

dard, offels a contention-free and connection-orientecl service through a round-robin

polling scheduler. Although, PCF is suited to real-tirne traffic but its round-robin

polling schedulel is inefficient with respect to the bulsty nature of voice tliat has alter-

nating periods of idleness (silence) and activeness (talk-spurt). Round-robin polling

scheduler causes wastage of bandwiclth ancl incurs unnecessar')' waiting delays to other

stations having frames to send rvhen the polled station does not have any frame dur-

itrg its idle periods. Supplession of idle periods in voice sessions can greatly reduce

such unnecessary waiting time clelays and can bring multiplexing gains to increase
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the network capacity significantly.

In the QoS-enhanced velsion, i.e., 802.1le, the contention-basecl channel access

mechanism, called enhancecl distributecl channel access (EDCA), provicles relative-

priolity type QoS which is not enough for real-time voice tra,ffic. Howevet, its

contention-free hybrid coordination function controlled channel access (HCCA), pro-

vicles palameterized QoS through a centlal coordinator, called hybrid coordinator

(HC). The HC does so by setting up traffic strea,ms (TS) after negotiating the tra,ffic

specifications (TSPEC), such as nominal N4AC fi'ame size, maximum set'vice inter-

val, delay bouuds, jitters, nìean clata rates between the stations and the access point

(AP) However, the same round-robin type polling schecluler is used in the HCCA as

in the PCF. The difference is that the HCCA uses the mandatory TSPBC pa,r'a,meters

to plioritize different TSs in its polling list and to determine the lespective length

of the polled transmission opportunities (polled-TxOP) fol all the poll-able stations.

For guaranteeing the negotiated delay bounds, 802.1le also defines the call admission

control outlines but does not specify any technique for the admission control. In a
nut shell, the inefficiency with respect to the brrrsty nature of voice traffic is still

there in HCCA a"s, like PCF, it is also unable to suppress silence peliods ancl provide

rnultiplexing gains. Therefore, the research challenge still remains the sante.

1.1 Motivation

The motivation for this research comes from an observation that the HCCA/PCF

niode offers a "pa,cket-switchecl comection-oriented" selvice, which is rvell suited for

telephony traffic. Telephony traffic has been shown to have alternating periods of

talk-spurts and silences 122). In packet-srvitched solutions, silent periods of a voice

call can be multiplexed with voice data from othel calls. In this way, packet-switched

solutions are more ba,ndwiclth-efficient than circuit-srvitched solutions.

This has been one of the primary reasons for the ongoing movetnent in the telecom-

munications industly towards moving telephony traffic from circuit-switched networks

on to packet-switched networks. In wireless networks, whele bandwidth is more con-

straiued, the use of packet-switched techniques. which is more bandrvidth efficient

in carrying voice traffic, is needed. Currentl\', most of the wireless custoners use
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cellulal or cordless telephones within buildings. where the availability of an 802.11

wireless LAN enables a more efficient usage of overall wireless bandu'idth. With the

incleased number of customers using wireless LAN access for their voice calls inside

the building, more of the cellulal resoLlrces can be made arailable for outdool Llsers

and buildings wliich are rvithout 802.11 LANs. Therefole, our motivation is to take

advantage of the packet-switched aspect of IEEE 802.11 standai-d to support bulsty

telephonv tra,ffic and achieve better overall wireìess bandwiclth utilization, and thus

Qos.

Fhrther, polling by the hybricl coordinator (HC) in HCCA means that the HC

designates the channel to the stations alternatir¡ely for specifìc time periods (i.e.,

polled-TXOPs in case of HCCA) in round-robin fashion giving thenr the opportu-

nity to send their voice packets in the uplink r¡oice transmission peliod (UVTP), a

sub-division of the contention-fi'ee period (CFP) or of the contlolled access phase

(CAP). Voice has the chalacteristics of alteruating periocls of silences (while hearing

ol not comrnunicating at all) and talk-spurts (while talking). During tlie silent pe-

riod, a station neecl not be polled because it has nothing to send. In other words,

silent periods can be suppressed by not polling a silent station in order to reduce the

polling over-heacl and, consequentl¡ iucreasing the perforrnance in terms of end-to-

end throughputs and qneuing delays. HCCA/PCF polling mechanisn does not care

about the alternating silent pei'iocls of voice sessions and polls all the stations during

the downlink voice tl'ansmission period (DVTP), a sub-clivision of CFP or of CAP.

Figure 1-.1-. Polli,ng Ouerhead i,n IEEE 802.11 HCCA/PCF mode: (a) Stati,on has

n,o do,ta to send, (b) stati,on has data to send.
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Polling of each station inculs some cost in terms of spending some time called

polling over-head (POH). Fig. 1.1(a) is the case when polled node does not have data

to send and Fig. 1.1(b) is the case when polled node does have data to send. FTom

these two figures, it can be seen that the POH is larger-in the ca"se when polled node

ha"s no data to send than in the case when the polled node does have clata to sencl,

This means that the POH can be rednced significantly by not polling a node during

its silent periods.

The "connection-orientecl" aspect of the HCCA/PCF mode rvould allorv the net-

work to provide dela¡' guarantees necessary for interactive voice. The end-to-end delay

requirement for interactive voice is 25ms without echo cancellers, 150ms rvith echo

cancellers for excellent quality voice, and 400ms with echo cancellet's for acceptable

quality voice [6], and for round trip tirne (RTT), these dela5' values ale doubled. The

HCCA/PCF mode rvould allow for clelay grrarantees to be macle for voice calls.

So, thele is a motivating neecl to develop intelligent polling N,'IAC schemes that can

avoid polling all nodes during their silent periods in ordel to improve the bandwidtli

efficiency and QoS.

L.2 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

The rnain objective of this thesis is to study comprehensively the wireless medium

access schedr.rling and call adrnission control problenrs lelating to the real-time voice

and video selvices ili the current and next generation rvireless IP networl<s, and to

develop improvement schemes or protocols for efficiellt bandrvidth utilization and QoS

provisioning for real-time applications. In this context, we attempt to clevelop ana-

lytical models for the critical stucly of performance mett'ics in the irnportant related

research works proposed recently in the literatule in comparison to the IEEE standald

in order to a.scertain their viability for wide-scale commercial deployment. Bv doing

this analytical perfolmance evaluation of the current state of the art, oul objecti'ue

is to develop improvement schemes and to cat'ry out theil performance evaluation in

comparison to the culr-ent state of the art.

In order to achieve the objectives of this thesis, we would need cornprehensive

analyticaì and simulatiou models to study the interdependencies among the clifferent
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system par-arneters and the pedormance metrics. However, analytical models can

be used to obtain better performance metrics as compaÌed to computer simtilations.

Basecl on these analytical models, optirnization folmulatiou can be developed and

solved for obtaining the optirnal system palameter setting. In nut shell, both analyt-

ical alcl simulation frameworks worrld be lequired for design and engineering of the

wireless meclium access scheduling and call admissiott control. In this thesis, N{atlab

is used in obtaining both the analytical and the sirnulative results. The nethodology

used for sim¡latious is the discrete-event system modeling with the process interaction

approach.

The scope and rnajor contributions of this thesis are desclibecl as follows:

o It provides a comprehensive study of the wireless l\4AC at'chitecture aud various

QoS aspects with special reference to that which can guarantee QoS-support

and efficient use of the bandwidth to real-tirne voice services in the ]EEE 802.11

WLANs. Besides, it explores the QoS-related features in the legacy standard

a¡cl its enhanced version, it identifies the limitations and sholtcomings within

the stanclarcl as open lesearch and improvement problems for the researchers.

c It puts forth a consolidated reseatch sur\¡ey of the related research 'n'ot'k in the

literatnre that clairns to enhance QoS and/or efficient banclwidth utilization

for tirne-sensitive voice services. In this i'esearch sut've)¡, various schemes are

analyzed critically in the context of our objectives, and a qualitative comparison

of these schemes along rvith the schemes that we propose in this thesis is also

presentecl.

o It carlies out the analytical performance er,aluation of some well-known recent

schemes in the literature that are closely reìated to oru objectives. To this end,

nathematical moclels are clevelopecl to evaluate irnportant perfortnance metrics

like the a\¡erage polling overhead time saved at the schedLtlel for each voice

station cluring its each voice activity cycle and the aveÌage wireless medium ac-

cess waiting time delay that a typical first talk-spurt packet'¡'ortld experience in

these schemes when the voice station changes its state from silence to talk-spurt'

The ¡urnerical results of this analysis reveals that, although these schemes sug-

gest consiclerable reduction in the polling overhead tinte for efficient utilization

of the bandrvidth, these are not viable in case of delay sensitive t'eal-time voice
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services.

It introduces a novel wireless A4AC protocol called Hybricl Contention-I\'ee Ac-

cess (H-CFA) protocol for providing efficient bandwidth utilization ancl QoS to

voice services in !\¡iFi networks. This protocol provides purely contention-free

medium access rnainly through an intelligent round-robin type polling algorithm

adjoining it with a TDNIA-like tirne slot algorithm for Contention-Flee Activity

Detection from idle to actir¡e state cliange. In this way, it suppl'esses the idle

periods of real-time voice efficiently at no cost of increasecl rvaiting time delays.

A computer sirnulation nlodel is developed to calry out tÌle performance evalu-

ation of the H-CFA protocol in comparison to the related rvell-knorvn schemes

in the literature including the rouud-robin polling scheme used in the legacy

IEEE 802.11 standald. The pelfor-mance resnlts show that the H-CFA protocol

out-per-folms all its counterparts.

It also introciuces a measurement-based call admission control scheme called

Tlaffic Strearn Admission Control (TS-AC) scheme for QoS provisioning to de-

lay sensitir,e voice services. In orcler to provide a consistent level of palametlic

QoS and the acceptable level of packet loss, to ah-eady admitted traffic strearns,

the proposed TS-AC algorithm keeps the number of adnlittecl stations below

some rreasured maximurn count. The TS-AC algorithm rnaximizes the capacit¡'

by exploiting olre characteristic of voice service that it can tolerate inconsecu-

tive packet loss to some acceptable level. This capacity enha,ncement is basecl

on the maximum negotiated QoS level in ternrs of the percentage of tirnes an

adrnitted voice user may undergo inconsecutive packet loss. As an irnpoltant

performance trrea"sì]re, we evaluate the maximum mtmbel of r,'oice stations that

can be satisfied for different levels of maximum negotiated QoS through a sim-

ulation model. The pelfolmance lesults of the TS-AC algorithm shows that it
provides consistent delay satisfaction on ore hand and incr-ea"ses the capacity

gain significantly at the cost of different accepted QoS levels on the other hancl.

Organization of the Thesis1.3

This thesis is organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 presents a consolidated background stucly of iEEE 802.11 N'ÍAC

standard with special refelence to its important architectural aspects, its limi-

tations on QoS frrr- real-time services, QoS requirements aud a basic survey of

QoS enhancement aspects and efforts done so far- within the standard and out

of the standald.

Chapter 3 discusses and elaborates the core QoS-related clesign problem that is

colnnron in all versions of IEEE 802.11 N{AC standard (rvhether 802.I7alblgot

802.11e). That is the inefficiency of the \,ViFi IVIAC standarcl in exploiting a very

important charactelistic of packet-switched networks, i.e., multiplexing gains

and qualit-y of sen'ice provisioning in case of bursty type of tlaffic. This chapter

also presents a consoliclated suruey ancl critically anal¡,zes the major resea,rclt

worl<s on QoS-aware u'ileless N,IAC protocols in the recent litelature. For end-

to.end delay lequirement of the real-time sensitive services. it also discttsses

a few schemes that deal with another vely important QoS-pr-ovisioning aspect

that is call admission control.

Chapter 4 provides the analytical evaluation of two well-known fully contention-

free schemes that suppress the silence periods in voice calls. Their short-comings

are elaborated. \.,{athelnatical nlodeis are cleveloped to evaluate the two im-

poltant performance metrics, i.e., the average polling overhead tine that the

scheduler saves for each voice station during its one uplink voice activity cycle,

and the uunecessary average waiting time delay that the first talh-spurt frame

at each voice station suffers.

Chapter 5 presents and er,aluates a novel wireless \4AC protocol called Hybrid

Contention-Flee Access (H-CFA) protocol. The H-CFA protocol pt'ovides sub-

stantial multiplexing gains through silence suppression. This protocol provides

pulely contention-free rnedium access mainly through an intelligent lound-robin

type polling algorithm adjoining it with a TDN,iA-like tirne slot algor-ithrn for

Contention-Free Activity Detection fiom idle to active state change. It sup-

presses the idle periods of real-tirne voice efficiently at no cost of increased

waiting time delays.

Chapter 6 introcluces a meâsurement based call admission control scheme

called T)'affic Stream Admission Control (TS-AC) algorithm that keeps the
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number of admitted stations belorv some measured maximum count in older

to provide a consistent level of parametric QoS, specially, the delay bounds and

the acceptable level of packet loss, to already admitted traffic streams. The TS-

AC algolithm maximizes the capacity by exploiting one characteústic of voice

service that it can tolelate inconsecutive packet loss to some acceptable level.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing its contributions, and it also

outlines the ongoing and a few futul'e research directiolls.
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Chapter 2

IEEE 802.11 \Mireless LAIr{s: VIAC
Protocol Architectures

2.L IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs

IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard clefines N,ÍAC sLrb-layer and the physical (PHY) layer.

Logical link contlol (LLC) sub-layer is defined in the IEEE 802.2 standard which

provides a tlanspalent intelface to the higher layer users. Stations (STAs) while

roaming through 802.11 WLAN still appear a.s stationary to 802.2 LLC sub-layer and

higher layers enabling existing TCP/P plotocols to run over IEEE 802.11 WLAN just

like wired Ethernet. IEEE provicled three PHY layer options in 1997, i.e., InfraRed

(IR) baseband PHY, frequencl' hopping- spreacl spectrum (FHSS) radio, and direct

sequence spread spectlurn (DSSS) radio. All these options support both 1 and 2 N,fbps

PHY rate. In 1999, IEEE extended 802.11 to 802.1lb and 802.11a,, where 802.11b

works in 2.4 GHz bancl with data rates up to 11 1\4bps, ba.sed on DSSS PHY, and

802.11a works in the 5 GHz band with data rates up to 54 N{bps based on OFDN'I

PHY. 802.11ìl has been furthel extended to 802.11g to srrpport high data rates up to

54 N4bps in2.4 GHz band, and 802.i1h is tlie further extension of 802.l1a to support

indoor ancl outdool license regulations for the SGHz band in Europe. The version

802.11f defines an Inter-Access Point pr-otocol that allows STAs to loam among multi-

vendor access points. Security a.nd authentication issues are acldressed in 802.11i. And

the version 802,1le has targetecl to enhance quality of service (QoS) performance

of the legacv IEEE 802.11 standard. Figs. 2.1-2.2 shorv clifferent standardization

activities cione at IEEE 802.11PHY and ItIAC layels.
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Figure 2.L. Different IEEE 802.11 uers'ions classi,fi,ed on PHV layers.

Figure 2.2. Different IEEE 802.11 ue.rsions de.fi,ni,ng onLy MAC layer

2.2 IEEE 802.11 MAC Architecture

The basic alchitecture of IEEE 802.11 standard includes the definitions of both

meclium access control (i\,{AC) sub-layer and physical layer (PHY). \\¡LAN i\{AC

architecture is basecl on either of the following two rvell-known approaches or a com-

bination of the both.

o Contentzon-based medtium access (also called non-deterrni,ni,sti,c medi,um access):

It uses the carrier-sense multiple-access with coìlision avoidance (CS\,{A/CA)

protocol in which the non-detelministic contention rvindow (CW) back-off mech-

anism causes non-deterministic channel access delays. CS1\4Ã/CA is incorpo-

rated in the DCF mode of IEEE 802.Ilalblg and in the enhanced distr-ibuted

coordination function (EDCF) of IEEE 802.1le with some modifications for

prioritizing services. DCF and EDCF worlç at the user end, Due to its non-

deterministic nature, contention-based medium access architecture is suited for

asynchronous data transmission and for best-effolt service.

o Contenti,on-free medi,um access (also called dete'rmi,nisti,c medi,um accessl: Since

contention-free rnedium access is deterministic, mediurn access delays are also
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deterministic. Thele are two srrb-approaches which are used in contention-

free'¡'ireless I\,[AC design. One is the round-robin type polling method rvhere

each poll-able station is individually polled by the central controller at its turn.

Round-r'obin type polling method is used in the point coordination function

(PCF) mode of IEEE 9}2.Ilalblg [3] and the þbrid coorclination function

contlolled channel access (HCCA) mode of IEEE 802.11e [4]. These two mocles

rvork at the central controller (i.e., the a,ccess point) and ale contbilied in the hy-

blid co-ordination function (HCF). HCF can work concurrently with the DCF

and the PCF for bacl<ward compatibilitt'combining functious fiom both DCF

and PCF rvith some enhancecl QoS-specific mechanisms and frame subtypes (see

Figs. 2.3-2.4). The other approach is the TD\,{A-lil<e tilne slots assignrnent to

stations under some defined order which is being proposed in the litratule for

reducing the polling over'-head. Both the sub-opproaches ai-e taking-trrrn type,

suited for synchlonous transmission, and ale deployed through a central con-

troller, holvever, one has adr,antages or disadvantages over the other in differ-ent

respects.

In TD\.,{A-like time slot assignrnent, polling overhead is leducecl greatly by

broadcasting only one poll frame to all the adnritted nsers during one contentiott-

free period assigning them a specific time slot for uplinh transmission when their

turn comes. One major dlarvback of this scheme is the wa,stage of the entire

time slot if the usels do not have packets to send. Time synchronizatiou problern

of the TDN{A-like schemes poses complexities in accomrnodating asynchronous

service time reqrürements of individual admitted services. However', in rouud-

robin'polling schemes thele is no time synchronization ploblem a^s each aclmitted

usel is assigned the channel for its uplink transmission only at the time of its

own turn in a defined older through a contention-free poll. In this ca"se, the

asynchlonous service time requilements of individual admitted services become

easy to adclress. In case there is no packet to send, the central controller has

to wait for comparatively much smaller tirne (e.g., PIFS tirne in case of 802.11

PCF-mode) befole it proceeds to poll the next admittecl user. In this way, the

bandwiclth rvastage in case of the TDN'IA-like schemes is lnuch la,r'ger than that

in polling schemes, but in terms of polling overhead leduction, the former has
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edge ovel the latter.

Figure 2.3. Basi,c WiFi MAC (IEEE 802.1la/b/g) archi'tecture.

Figure 2.4. Enhanced WiFi AIAC (IEEE 802.11e) arch,'itect'ure'

In the enhancecl I\4AC (i.e., IEEE 802.1le) arcliitecture rvhich supports quality of

service (QoS), all the terminologies are prefixed with Q for QoS. For example, STA

(station) is represented by QSTA, a station uot supporting QoS is represented by

nQSTA, a basic services set (BSS) by QBSS, an infi-astmcture BSS (IBSS) bv QIBSS

etc. A nQSTA does not has HCF, and a QSTA has both DCF and HCF. In any case,

PCF is always optional.

According to 802.11 Standard the group of STAs coordinated by DCF or PCF is

formally called a basic selvice set (BSS). The area containing this BSS is called basic

service area (BSA) rvhich is like a cell in a cellular mobile network. IEEE 802.11 wire-

less networl<s can be configurecl into trvo different modes: ad-hoc and infrastructttre
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mocles. In ad-hoc mode, all wireless STAs within the BSA can communicate clirectly

with each other to form an inclependent BSS (IBSS) with out connecting to a rvired

back-bone, i.e., distr-ibution system (DS), whereas in infrastructure mode, an access

point (AP) is needed to connect all stations to a distlibution systern (DS), and each

station can communicate with others through the blidge of AP rvithin the sarre BSS

or through the rvired distlibution system to stations in other BSSs. DCF is the basic

mediunr a,ccess mechanisnl for both ad-hoc (IBSS) and infrastructule modes. But

PCF can only be used in infrastructure mode [5].

The transrnitting frames have in-betrveen time gaps called inter frame spacing

(IFS). The idleness of the wireless mediurn is ascertained b¡' the carrier sense function

if the medium is sensed iclle for the specified IFS. Five following IFS witli different

time lengths ale defined to plioritize the wireless medirmr access.

Srr¿aII IFS (SIFS): SIFS is the shortest of all types of IFS (top-most prioriby) and

a STA that has seizecl the wireless medium (i.e., in transmission sate) uses SIFS to

keep the rnedium seized while it performs frame exchange sequence. SIFS is used

for acknowledgement (ACK) fi'ame. clear- to send (CTS) frarne, subsequent X4PDU

(N4AC Protocol Data Unit) of a long fragmented burst/frarne (i.e., i\4AC service d¿ta

unit (l\,{SDU) ol a N.IAC lnanagelnent protocol data unit (N4\{PDU)), responding

to a poll frame in the PCF mode or it rnay be used for any type frame during the

Coutention Flee Period (CFP).

PCF IFS (PIF.9/: It is the second shortest time frame used to give priority to

captrue the idle wireless medium at the start of each PCF mode cycle, and also by

the access point (AP) to wait for the response from a pollecl STA.

DCF IFS (DIFS): DIFS is the thircl srnallest tirne frame and is only used in DCF

mode. A STA operating in DCF rnode waits for DIFS time period sensing an idle

mediurn to remain idle so that it can seize the idle rnedium for frame tlansmissiou or

if the STA is in back-off mode, it waits for DIFS tirne periocl to sbart decrementing

its back-off counter just after the busy mediurn is sensed idle.

Eætended IFS (EIF^S/; EIFS is the largest time frame usecl in DCF rnode only

to provide enough time to a STA to acknorvledge an incorrectly received frame rvith

an incorrect FCS (frame check sequence) value. EIFS period begins just after the

inclication of incorrect reception by the PHY carliel sensing without regarcl to the
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\¡irtual carl'ieÌ sensing.

Arbi,trati,on IFS (AIFS): AIFS is used by tlie QoS facility of 802.l1e to transrnit

N'iPDUs, all N4N'ÍPDUs, PS-Poll. RTS, CTS (rvhen tlansmitted as a response to the

RTS), BlockAckReq, and BlockAck (when not transmitted as response to the Block-

AckReq). A QSTA gets a TXOP for an access categoly (AC) using the EDCAF if its

carrier sense mechanism finds the rvireless mediurn idle at the AIFS slot boundary,

after a correctly received frame, and the back-off tinle fol the AC has expired.

2.2.L Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) Mechanism

The ba.sic DCF is CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense I\4ultiple Access with Collision Avoid-

ance) and is implemented in all STAs for use during both ad-lioc and infra.structure

mode. Carrier sensing is performed using physical calrier sensing (by air interface)

as well as virtual carrier sensing at PHY IVIAC layer. In PHY carrier sensing all de-

tected packets and channel actir¡ity is analyzed through comparing the relative signal

strength from other STAs in ordel to detect if any of the present STAs is transrnitting.

Virtual carrier sensiug uses the duration of the packet transmission which is included

in the headers of control packets (RTS and CTS) and in DATA fi-ames. The channel

is consideled to be busy if either physical or virtual carrier sensing indicates that

the channel is busy. Collision avoidance (CA) is implemented to reduce the collision

probability through non-deterministic bi-exponential bacl<-off mechanism, Otherrvise,

the collision probability, just after the channel is sensed idle after it has been busy, is

very high because many STAs might be having frames to transmit at the sarne time.

As soon as the STA has a packet at the head of its buffer, it starts contending for

the wileless channel through CSN,IA/CA mechanism. If it finds:

The Channel i.s busy (on uacati.on): The STA defers to contend for the wile-

less medium immediately for the specified time slots as set in its netrvork allocation

vector (NAV) according to the envisaged transmission time slots of the on-going

busy medirrm. After this defer-ral is over (i.e., the NAV has become zelo), the STA

backs off for a randomly chosen back off time from 0 to \\¡ discrete time slots (where

lV : CIU*,, is called minimum contention wiudow) b)' initiating a back off counter

which initially remains inactive as far as the channel is busy ancl does not become idle

for DIFS time period. In the bacl< off state the STA continuously senses the channel
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for if it is busy or idle. As soon as the channel is sensed idle for a DIFS ol EIFS

peliod (as the case may be), the back off counter starts decrementing b1' one fol each

elapsing time slot and keeps on decrementing as far as the channel remains idle. If, in

the mean while, the channel becomes busy, the back off c<lunter stops decrementing

the back off time and remains stopped as fal as the channel is busy and does not

becomes idle fol a DIFS peliod. As soon as the channel becomes idle again fol a

DIFS or EIFS period for an incorrect reception of frame, the back off coulttet' starts

declementing the counter from rvhere it hacl stopped it last time. This process of

back off counter decrementing while the channel is idle ancl back off counter stopping

while the channel is busy is repeatecl as many times as the channel becomes idle and

busy respectively during the whole randomly chosen back of time (from 0 io W) till
the back off counter reaches to 0 ultimately.

The Channel i.s 'i.dle (readE to serue); The STA waits for DIFS time peliod

and keeps on sensing the channel for if it remains idle or becomes brrsy during the

DIFS time.

In case if the channel becomes busy bef<lle the DIFS tirne is over, the STA im-

mediately clefers contending for the medium for time slots set in its NAV, and, then

after, the a,bove statecl lanclom back mechanism is carried out. In case if the channel

rernains idle fol the rvhole period of DIFS, the STA entels the transmission state

irnmediately for trausmission of its initial frame.

In the above stated both cases, the contending STA has to wait for at least a fixed

DIFS time if the STA finds the channel idle at the start and the channel lemains idle

for the DIFS time period. Otherwise, the contending STA has to wait for time slots

il'hich comprise of randomly chosen back off time slots and the random time slots for

rvhich the channel may go on single or multiple vacations during the back off tirne

pei-iod. In both cases when DIFS time slots or the randomly chosen C\\¡ time slots

reaches to zero the STA entels the transmission state from the contending state.

In the transmission state, packet transmissioll ma)¡ result in success or in colli-

sion. Contrary to the wired-medium packet transrnission rvhere the collision/packet

loss can be detectecl while transmitting the packet by sensing tlre received packet

signal strength at the same time and thus the tlansmission bandwidth cau be saved

by aborting the transmission of rest of the transmitting packet, the collision in the
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wireless medirrm transmissir:n can not be sensed at the same time because of the large

difference between the transmitting and leceiving packet signal strengths. The only

way that the rvireless transmission is considered successfiil is the reception of ACK

frame by the sending STA from the receiving STA within a time-out peliod. Also,

e\¡ery STA in the BSS/iBSS has to maintain a time vectol called network allocation

vector (NAV) Each time a transmitting STA transmits a control/data frame, the

NAV is upclated arnong all the STAs that are within the transmission range of the

transmitting STA according to the estirnated time slots of transmission inclicated in

the headers of the transmitting control/data frame so that all other STAs can become

idle for that time slots by setting the NAV timer accordingly. In this way the viltual

carrier sensing is basically irnplenented by NAV, when the NAV counter is non-zero

the medirrm is busy, and when the NAV counter is zero the wireless mediurn is idle.

In case of successfiil tlansmission, the STA entels the contention state afresh

if it has another packet arrived at the head of its buffer in the mean while, and

it lepeats the same random back-off mechanism as described above with the CI,'ll

reset to CþV^¿n after it has seused the medium idle for DIFS time slots. Hele the

successful transmission is determined with the reception of the ACK frame within

the ACK time out period. In case of packet collision (or unsuccessful transrnission)

which is determined by the non-reception of the ACK frame within the ACK tirne

out period, the STA backs off ag^ain for a randomly chosen back ofï tilne from 0 to

2I'V. In this rvay, the contending STA undelgoes a bi-exponential back off plocess for

each successive rrnsuccessful tlansmission before it transmits the packet successfully.

For each unsrrccessful transmission the baclç off winclow is incleased biexponentially

up to a maximum of CIU*.,. The backoff time is computecl as follorvs [3]:

Backof f Ti,me : Random) x SlotTi,me (bi,t time) (2. 1)

Whele Ran,dom0 is a pseudor-andom integer drawn fi-om a nniform distribu-

tion over the interval ]},CVV). CþV is an integer within the range of values of the

PHY characteristics CW^¿n ancl C\A*n, i.€., CIA,,¿,, < CW 1 CW*o,. SlotTime

(lñ.t ti,me : ops) eqnals tlie value of the corresponding PHY charactelistics. So,

CIU,,¿,, is equal to 32 x o¡ls(o is the duration of a time slot, i.e., bit time) and

Cl\/n,o, is equal to 1024x ops. CIU panmeter shalì take an initial valne of CW,,¿,,.
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So, at m¿ä unsuccessful transmission attempt, CIA is landomly chosen frotn CW*6
to 2 x CW,n¿n - I rvhere 0 1 m ( 5 and m is the parameter that denotes the stage

of the back-off window ancl is incremented every time a station fails to transmit the

packet successfully. In default mode, it is not incremented further when rn : 5. And

once the t¡:ansmission ha"s become successful. the contention window CþI; is reset to

Cwrni,, for wireless medittm access for the next packet transmission.

DCF has two rnodes of operation after the STA has accessed the rvireless chan-

nel (transmission state). One is basic DCF (2-way hand-sliake) ancl the otlier is

RTS/CTS DCF (4-way hand-shal<e). In Basic DCF rnode the data packet is trans-

mitted imrnecliately after the channel has been sensed iclle for DIFS time period in the

start or if in the back-off rnocle, the back-off counter ha,s become zero. In RTS/CTS

DCF mcide, the nodes, fir'st, exchange contlol packets (RTS/CTS) after-the channel

has been sensed idle fol DIFS time period in the stalt or, if in the back-off mode. the

back-off counter has becorne zero (see Fig. 2.5).

Figure 2.5. (a) Basi,c DCF (l-uay hand-shake), (b) RfS/CfS DCF (l-way hand-

shahe).

2.2.I.L Characteristics of CSMA/CA

Tbaditional contention resolntion methods like CSNIA used in wired netrvork NIAC

protocols a¡e not effective in wireless networks because the propagation path losses

in the rvireless mediurn cause signal power to vary with the distance. In wireless

networks, the signal is not heard equally by all STAs which is the reqrdt'ement of

(b)(a)
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CSN,{A. In wir-eless networks it is difficult to say from the measured carrier power

alone whether the channel is usable ol not. The matching of the total received

interference with a predefined threshold ralue detelmines rvhether tiie channel is

busy (unusable) or idle (usable). Therefore, the carrier sensed at the soulce can not

corlectly assess the interfelence level at the receiver side. The fading str-ength of

the rvireless medium creates so-called hidden and exposed ter-minal pr:oblems in the

wireless CSX4A that causes thloughput degradation. Ho'wever, the propagation path

loss in wireless medium facilitates frequency reuse enabling the same channel to be

simultaueously used at two well apart locations having no effect of interference fi'om

each other.

Hid,den tertninal: As we ca,n see in Fig. 2.6(a), STA's A aud C are out of transmis-

sion range of each other', therefore, they are hidden to each other and can tlansmit to

STA B at the same time causing collision. Horvever, RTS/CTS DCF mode resolves

this problem to some extent.

Eæposed tertninal: STA B wants to transmit to STA A but backs off due to carriel

sensing of STA C's transmission. STA A being not u'ithin the transmission range of

STA C coulcl be able to receive B's packet because B's back off may be unnecessar¡',

a"s there is a chance that C's interference might be too weak to affect reception at A

as shown in Fig. 2.6(b).

Figure 2.6. (a) Hi,dden teTmi,nal and (b) erposed term'inal.

The basic DCF may câ,use substantial throughput clegradation, especially in the

case rvhen size of the data frarne is large, because of collision/loss due to hidden termi-

nals trauslnission and/or bandwidth rvastage due to uot trarrsmitting un-necessarily

because of the exposed terminals. This problem is overcome to some extent with the

RTS/CTS N{ode of DCF (i.e., 4-way hand-shake mode). In RTS/CTS mode as soon
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as the STA entels the transmission state, it sends a sholt request to send (RTS : 20

bytes) frame to the intended leceiver and waits fol SIFS tirne period. All other STAs

that ale in the tr-ansmission range this sending STA also senses the RTS fratne and

npdates theil NAV vector accordingly to defer their transmission for the estimated

time slots as envisaged in the HfS fi'ame. In reply, the intended receivel sends a fur-

ther shorter cleal to send (CTS : 14 bytes) frame to the sender STA notifying that

it may transmit the clata frarne. CTS frame also has the estinlated tine of clhannel

capture, so the STAs which ale not in the transmission range of the sender and has

not updated their NAV vectol but are in the transmission la.nge of the leceiving STA

updates their NAV vectors accorclingly. As soon as the sending STA receives that

CTS frame, it transmits the cotnparatively large data frarne.

Though, RTS/CTS frames also face the hidden/exposed terminal problem, but

as these are \¡ery sholt frames, the performance of DCF in RITS/CTS mode is not

affected severely as compared to the basic DCF mode where the collisions of large

size data frames (up to 2346 bytes) degrades the perforrnance snbstantially.

However, tlie RIS/CTS rnode is not always beneficial, especially in case when data

frame size is small like in case of dotllFlagmentation of large data frame into small

size fragments. In this case the over-heacl of permanently using RTS/CTS is large

enough to be cornpared with the collision/loss over'-head of small fragment frames

in case of the basic DCF mode. So, there is always a tl'ade-off between usiug basic

DCF and RTS/CTS DCF which is controllecl by the dotllRTSThreshold attribute.

Accolding to this, each STA can be configured to use RTS/CTS either always, ot'

never, or only in the case of a data frame/fragment whose size exceeds an optimally

defined data frame thresliold size.

A STA that is not configuled to initiate RTS/CTS mechanism will still sense the

RTS from other STAs, and will rrpdate its NAV vector accor-ding to the duration/ID

field of the sensecl RTS frarne aud will reply by tlansmitting CTS fi'ame if the RTS

is clestined to it.

2.2.2 Point Coordination F\rnction (PCF)

PCF is implernented on top of DCF and uses a centralized contentiou-free polling

â,ccess method to facilitate real-time services. It is carried out by a funtion called
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point coordinator (PC) incolporated in the access point (AP). It pelforms polling

for stations that are capable of being polled. Before a PCF polling cycle starts, AP

contends rvith othel stations in DCF, but AP has to rvait for a PIFS period, which is

shorter than DIFS. In order to plevent stations from starvation that are not allowed

to sencl during the contention-fi'ee peliod (CFP), the contention period is long enortgh

to transmit one maximum N,ÍAC protocol data unit (N'I\,{PDU). T<l fully utilize the

polling rnechanism in CFP, the length of CFP is kept a,s long a"s possible, The 802.11

standald does not specify a nlechanism for determining the relative lengths of CFP

and CP. However, while in PCF mode. the beacon interval must allorv at ìeast one

DCF data frame to be transmitted in the CP.

When a station associates to an AP, the AP assigns a,n association id (AID) to it

and prrts it in the polling reacly queÌte (polling qrreue) in the order of its AID. The

PC rnaintains the polling list that specifies the order in which stations are polled.

The PC polls the stations in a round-robin fashion. If there is no pencling data for

transmission, the station eithel responds with a null frame containing no payload or

does not respond at all. If the AP does not get a response from the station, then

the AP rnay re-poll the statiou after PIFS interval instead of SIFS interval, which is

the normal interval between any two polls. If the CF tertnina,tes before all stations

have t¡een polled. the polling queue is resumed at the next station in the following

CF cvcle. Fig. 2.7 shows a super-frame (beacon intelval) that includes CFP and CP.

In CFP, the AP polls the stations in the polling queue; the down-link and up-link

(i.e., fi'om PC to STA and STA to PC) transmissions take place alternately. In the

dorvn-link, tlie PC piggybacks the data fi-ames, if any, along with the CF-Poll frame,

and in the up-link, the polled STA piggybacks the data frame, if it has to send, with

an ACK frame aftel a SIFS interval. Befole AP can start CFP, it must catch an idle

medium in PIFS interval by sending a beacon frame. After the beacon frame, the

communication between AP and stations starts. Befor-e the CFP ends, AP sends a

CF-End frarne, and thel CP starts.

All STAs in tlie BSS (other than the PC) set their NAVs to the C FPX'IanDurat'ion.

value at the nominal start time of each CFP. The maximurn value for CFPN'IaxDu-

ration, in rnicroseconds, when operating with a colttetition windorv of. a CWmi,n, is

calculatecl as under.
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Beacoñ lnterrâl {Supper

Dx = Downllnk f¡ames

Ux =Uplnkf¡ames
No response to CF:poll NAV

CF_Mâi ,Duratloir

"t*"'" 
,. i. i)cr**;r;;r' sff;;;|ur, ì¡ ,n, super-rrarne. cacte.

CFPA,'IarDurat'ion. : (BeaconPeri.od x DTIA,IPeri,od x CFPRate)

- flv'l axA,I P DUTi,me + (2 x aS I F STime)

+ (2 x aslotTi,me) + (S x AC K Size)) (2.2)

A,[arMPDUTi,me is t]re time to transrnit the maximum sized NiAC fLame, ex-

panded by the \\¡EP, plus the time to transmit the PHY preamble, header, trailer,

and expansion bits, if any. Tliis allows sufficient tirne to send at least one data frarne

during the CP. Non-CF-Pollable or unpolled CF-Pollable STAs acknowledge frames

during the CFP using the DCF ACK procedrrre.

2.2.2.L CFP Structure and Timing

A CFP starts u'ith a Beacon frame that contains a DTIN.'Í element. The CFPs occurs

at a defined repetition rate in a synchi-onized fashion with the beacon interval. The

PC generates CFPs at the contention-free repetition rate (CFPRate) defined a"s a

number of DTII\,{ intervals aud is conrmunicatecl to other STAs in the BSS in the

CFPPeriod field of the CF pararneter set element of Beacon fi'ames ¿Ls shown in the

Fig. 2.8.

CFP is controlled by the PC, ancl its maximum or the actual duration is not

constrairred to be the ntultiple of the beacon interval. CFPDurat'im fr,eId in the CF

Palameter set element is non-zero in case of CFP, and it will be zero in ca"se of CP.

The PC may terninate arry CFP at or before lhe CFPÃttarDurati,on on the basis of



the availa,ble traffic and the polling ìist size' Since

delayed due to busy medium, the CFP is shortened

CFP_Dur_RemalnlnE
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the beacon transmission may be

accordingly.

t-
Be¡qens .1., I I I I

DTIM . . . ttflM..
l,!l. DTIM

t- B€acon/supperF'mecycle ;

Figure 2.8. Beacon,s and CFPs.

2.2.2.2 PCF F\r.nclamental Access

At the beginnilg of each CFP, the PC senses the medium to be idle for a PIFS period

and broaclcast a beacon fi'ame to all the associated STAs in the BSS containing the

CF pararneter set element and a DTINI element. After tlie first beacon frame, the PC

rvaits for a SIFS peliod, and then may tlansmit a data frame, or a CF-Poll frame, or

a Data*CF-Pgll frame, ol' a CF-End frame. In case if thele is nothing to send in the

CFP, the PC transmits a CF-Eud frame immediatel)' after the initia'l beacon' If an

er¡or-free frame receiving STA is pollable during the CFP, it responds after a SIFS

period, and if not CF-pollable, it always responds with an ACK frarne.

2.2.2.3 NAV Operation during the CFP

Each non-Pc STA, at each target beacon transmission time (TBTT), preset its NAV

to the CFPMarD,uration value rvhich is obtained from the CF para,tneter set ele-

ment i¡ beacons from the PC. All<j each non-PC STA updates its NAV using the

CFPD.urRentai,ni,ng value in the error-free CF parameter set element of the beacon

frame incllcling the CFPDurfuema'inang values that are receivecl from othel over-

lapping BSSs. A STA joining a BSS operating with a PC shall use the ìnformation in

lhe C F P Dur Remai,n,i,n,g element, of the CF palametel set of any receivecl beacon or

probe response fi'ames to upclate its NAV prior to initiating any transmissions. The
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PC shall transmit a CF-End or CF-End+ACK frame at the end of each CFP. A STA

that receives either of these fi'ames, from any BSS, shall reset its NAV.

2.2.2.4 Contention-Fbee Polling List

The PC maintains a polling list to enroll all CF-Pollable STAs whether or not the PC

or the CF-Pollable STA has any data frame to sencl. The polling list is logical which

is not exposecl outside of the PC. During the CFP, the PC issues polls to a subset

of the STAs on the poling list in ascending or-der of AID values. A STA inclicates

its CF-Pollability using- the CF-Pollable subfield of the capabilitf information field

of association request and re-association recluest frames. If a CF-Poìlable STA does

not want to be placed in the poìling list, like in the power-sâve ruode, it performs

association with botli the CF-Pollable subfield false and the CF-Poll request subfield

true. For remova,l from the polling list, the STA perfortrs a I'e-â'ssociation.

2.2.2.5 Multi-Rate Support

IEEE 802.11 supports multi-rate PHYs capabilities for clynamic rate switcliing to

improve the performance. Under this plovision, all the control fiatnes, and multi-cast

and bloadca*st frames are tlansmitted at one of the BSSBasi,chateSeú or at one of

the rates in the PHY mandatory rates set so they will be understood by all STAs.

However, the clata and/ol managenent N,lPDUs with a unicast imrnediate addr-ess

are sent on any clata rate selectecl by the late switching meclianism, not clefined by

the legacy 802.11 standarcl, but is supported by the destination STA.

2.3 QoS Limitations in IEEE 802.11 MAC Proto-

col

The wireless l\,{AC la¡'e¡ r¡o,,td provide a good control over the rvireless tneclium ac-

cess, QoS, ancl securitrr Real-time services such as rroice and video are time-sensitive

and can not tolerate end-to-end delays and jitters beyond celtain upper bounds. For

example, the interactive voice can normally tolerate end-to-end delay up to 25 msec

rvithout echo cancellel and 1l-r0 msec with echo canceller [6]. Gener:ally, the QoS in
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tìre context of a u'ireless NfAC is characterized either as pararneterized QoS ol as

prioritized QoS as being the ability of a wireless network element to pt'ovide some

levels of assulance for consistent network data clelivery. Iu parameterized QoS, some

quantitative values, such as delay bound, mean data rate, jitter, nominal frame size,

maximum service interval etc., are guaranteed at negotiated lerels to the admitting

service. While priolitized QoS simply provides relative delivery priority among differ'-

ent services without guaranteeing an¡,level of paratnetric values (e.g., data t'ate, delay

bound, jitter bound). Peculiar characteristics of rvireless channels, such as high loss

rate, packet clisordering, bursts of packet loss, Iarge packet delays and jitter, which

also vary with time and space (mobility), put forth great challenges oll horv to accotn-

modate time-sensitir.e services that require some miuirnnm level of parameterized-QoS

in the wireless packet-swi|checl netr¡'orks.

2.3.L QoS Limitations of DCF

Due to bi-exponential back-off mechanism of the CSIVIA/CA used in the DCF mode of

IEEE S02.Ilalhlg for wireless medium access, the qrreuing delays are non-deterministic,

and since there is no service priority categorized in the DCF mode, DCF does not

promise parametelizecl or priolitized QoS.

2.3.2 QoS Limitations of PCF

Since the PCF mocle is designed with the contention-free wireless medinm access

approach based on rotmd-robin type polling scheme [3], it can suppoft QoS but the

following inhelent problems in the PCF degrade its ability to support QoS.

o The centlalized communication between any trvo peers of the same basic services

set (BSS) through the access point causes bandwiclth wastage, speciall¡ rvhen

such traffic increases.

o The non-cleterrninistic beacon delays are barriels in pçuaranteeing strict clelay

bounds. Silrce the PC schedules beacons at TBTT for the CFP, beacotls can

only be transmitted if the channel becomes idle around the TBTT for at lea"st

PIFS time period. PIFS is shortel than the DIFS (used by stations to wait

after the channel is idle in the DCF mode) glving priority to tlie AP over
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stations. But, if a station has not finished its transmission at the arlival of

TBTT, it will continue its transmission accolding to tlie 802.11 legacy standard

causing delays in the beacon transmission, and subsequently, causing delays to

the priority tr-affic in the CFP.

Since PCF cal only u,ork in the designated CFP of the beacon interval, the size

of the beacon interval becomes dependent on the delay bounds imposed by a

real-time selvice.

The AP is unable to predict the transmission time of a polled station due to

the ph5,slç¿l (PHY) rate r¡ariatiou in time and space and frame size variation

(between 0 and 2346 bytes), ancl therefore, gualanteeing strict clelay-bound

services to other stations in the polling list during the rest of the CFP is not a

trivial job.

The ronnd-robin scheduler polls all the stations in its polling list whether a

station ha^s frarne(s) to send or not carning substantial bandwidth wastage,

especially in case of bursty type of leal-time traffic such as voice that always

has alternating active and idle periods.

2.4 QoS Enhancemerlts in 802.11 MAC Standard

Some high layer applications such as video, audio, email, and data tt'ansfer have

different service i'equirements in terms of bandwidth, dela¡ jitter, and packet loss

guarantees. Since the basic 802.11 NÍAC stanclarcl does not promise strict QoS re-

quirements of QoS-hungr5, ss¡vlçss, QoS support for IEEE 802.11 becotnes critical for

its success, specially. in real-time applications. For this purpose, a QoS-enhanced ver-

sion, named IEEE 802.1Ie, has been developed that clefines â, new hyblid coordination

function (HCF). HCF concurrently exists rvith basic DCF/PCF foi'backward com-

patibility and exploits both contlolled contention-free and contention-basecl channel

access approaches in the single channel a,ccess protocol.

At present, there are two service based approaches, integrated services (IntSe.ru)

and differentiated services (Di,f f Seru), to enhance QoS in 802.11 h{AC. Bot}r liave

implenrentation problems [7][8], the solution to whicli is given in [9] providíng IntSeru

QoS by using Di,f f Seru uetrvolk segments. Since real-time services need bounds on
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bandwidth, delay, jitter, and bit error, we take into account service differentiation

schetnes that are based on these parameters except the error contlol schemes whicli

are cliscussed separately. By manipulating the parameters that define how to access

the wireless medium, Di,f f Seru schemes can be suppolted at N,IAC Level. Di,f f Seru

schemes can be mainly based on either per-STA or per-queue, and each can further

be sub-based on DCF or PCF. Since queue-based schemes per-folm more efficiently,

we rvill focus on such schemes.

Horvever, in per-STA DCF-based schernes, there are different approaches like:

usirtg different size of CW accordiug to the priority STAs; using different size of

DIFS according to the priority STAsI using different size of maximum frame length

fol STAs according to their prioritv level. But these al'e not much efficient ¿r,s the

TCP ACKs have same priolities [10]. Other-s are: Blackburst scheme [11] requiring

a constant access interval for each priolity STA and the ability to jam the wir-eless

medium; Virtual N,ÍAC (VN,IAC) scheme [12] thât monitors and estimates the QoS

DiffServ palameters .,1'orking viltually in parallel to actrral N,IAC but causes complex-

ities for application and N,IAC layers intelaction; Distributed Fair Scheduling (DIFS)

scheme [13] that introduces an initial back-off mechanism before each transmission

based on the packet size and the weight/prioritv of the STA which is clifferent from

the actual DCF back-off mechanism; Deng ancl Chang schenle (DC scheme) that sug-

gests four STA priorities by bifurcating the actual DCF back-off interval each part

combinecl with two IFSs. All these schemes require rnodification in the actual IEEE

802.11 [,{AC Standald along rvith the inherent problerns/draw-backs in each scheme.

In per-STA PCF-based approach there is a little wolk as PCF is not used nolmally

being an optional feature of IEEE 802.11 N,IAC. Howevel two main works are wolth-

mentioning: one is Pr-iority-based PCF scheme [14][15] t]rat suggests modification in

the actual ronnd-robin type polling schedrrler with priolity-based one; the other is the

Distributed TDI\,IA mechanism whicli suggests TDl\,'iA-like slot tirnes and assignments

of slots according to the priority of STAs rather than the polling mechanism of the

PCF.

In the DCF-basecl under Queue-based selvice differentiation approach QoS en-

ha¡tcernent schemes are: Per-florv schelne [16] whele the shared node (AP) uses dif-

felent priorities for different flows but all types of packets are put in the same queue
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which cailses interfelences between priorities slowing down the AP. In [16], solution

to such intelferences is proposed assigning different queues to different flows in the

AP. In case of several queues in one STA, rnrrltiple TCP connections are there causing

increased internal collisions in one STA.

This problem is resolved in the iEEE 802.11e EDCF [a] (Enhanced-DCF) that

supports four queues in one STA and each querre contends for a tlansmission op-

portunity (TXOP) to send packets. The problern of EDCF is the static values of

CIA,,¿,,, CW*o,, and back-off function that doe not conform to the dynamicity of tlie

rvireless channel conditions. Aclaptive EDCF (AEDCF) [17] resolves this problem by

providing relative priorities by adjusting the size of the C\U of each traffic class tak-

ing in to account both applicatiou requirements ancl network conditions. Comparison

of AEDCF with EDCF shows that AEDCF reduces more than 50% of collision rate

and gives 25% liigher good-put than EDCF. PCF sub-based Di,f f Seru based on the

Querre-based approach is mainly proposed in the hyblid coordination function (HCF)

of the IEEE 802.11e NIAC which is irnplemented in the QoS-enhanced access point

(QAP). Among many features of QoS enhancement in IEEE 802.11e, thlee are worth

meutioning: the h5,þ¡ld coordination fu¡ction (HCF), direct link protocol (DLP), and

block acknowledgement.

2.4.L Hybrid Coordination F\rnction (HCF) Mechanism

Each QSTA is iucorporatecl with HCF that can rvork concurrently with the DCF and

the PCF for backward cornpatibility cornbining functions from both DCF and PCF

with solne enhanced QoS-specific mechanisnrs and frame subt¡'pes. Thereby, it allows

a unifornr set of frame exchange sequences for use in both IntSeru and Di,f JSeru

QoS-frame transfer-s duling both contention-free and contention periods.

HCF has trn'o sub-functions. One is the Enhancecl Distributed Charnel Access

(EDCA) which is contention-based for prioritized QoS to four queue-ba"sed differen-

tiated services called access categories (AC) The other is HCF controlled channel

access (HCCA) which provides contention-free mediurn access for parametelized QoS

to eight quene-based clifferentiated services callecl traffi.c strea,ms (TS). A fi'a,me ar-

riving at the MAC lat'er is tagged rvith a traffic priority iclentifìer (TID) that may

have a value from 0 to 15 according to the QoS requirement. If the N,IAC frame's
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TID value is from 0 to 7, it is rnapped into any of the foul ACs accoldingh'. If the

N4AC frame's TID value is from 8 to 15, it is mapped iuto any of the eight TSs ac-

cordingly. Anothel feature is that HCF allots transmission opportrrnity (TXOP) tirne

units to stations in both EDCA (called EDCA-TXOP or EDCF-TXOP) and HCCA

(called polled-TXOP or HCCA-TXOP) modes according to the ACs priority or TSs

requirement. The QAP defines the maximum value of TXOP called TXOPLi¡ni,t.In

this way, frarne-bursting aud block-acknou'ledgnrent are possible for efficient use of

the bandwidth. However, bursting may result in delay jitter [a].

2.4.L.L Contention-Based Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA)

In EDCA, two niethocls are defined for providing prioritizecl QoS. One is that the

EDCA uses four Access Categories (ACs : four qneues) to sr-rpport eight different

User Priorities (UPs) and is designed for contention-based prioritized QoS suppolt.

One oi'more UPs âre mapped to the same AC queue as shown in Fig. 2.9

Prior¡ty uF (same as
802.1 D user

Þr¡oritvl

802.1D des¡gnation 802.11e AC Serv¡ce Type

Highest

EK (EacKground) AG-BK = O Bacl(grouncl
(Best Effort)

2 Not def¡ned AG-BK = O Background
lBest Effort)

0 BE lBest Effortì Best Effort
3 EE (Excellent

Effort)
AU.tJÈ: = Video Prohe

4 CL (Controlled
Loadì

AU-VI = Z V¡deo

5 vl (v¡deo < 100ms
latencv and iitter)

AC-VI = 2 v¡deo

5 vo (v¡deo < 1oms
latencv and iitter)

AC-VO = 3 vo¡ce

7 NC (Network
Controll

AC-VO = 3 voice

Figure 2.9. UP to AC m.appi,ngs.

Each AC queue rvorks as independent DCF STA and uses its own back-off pa-

rameters ¿us shown in the Fig. 2.10. Insteacl of DIFS, as in DCF, A uew kincl of IFS,

Albitration IFS (AIFS), is used in EDCF for diffelent ACs. AIFS is cleterrnined by

â"s:

AI FS lACl : AI F S N lACl x SlotTi,me + S I F S (2 3)

Here, AIFSN (arbitration intel frame spacing number) is deterrnined (by default)
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Back-off il Back-off 1

(AjFSN3) 1

(clvú3)
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(ArTs2)
(cwd,?)
(crv*;z)

Scheduler (resolves vi¡'tual collisions by granting TXOP to highest plior¡ty)

TrâtrsInission ì{ttemD!

Figure z.LO. EDCA o,ccess rneclì"ani'snx,

either as 1 for priority qìÌeues ACl, AC2, and AC3 to have AIFS value equal to PIFS

or as 2 for low priolity queue ACO to have AIFS eqlral to DIFS. Therefore, in the

sta¡t. if the channel is found idle for longer than AIF,S I SlotTi,me, the frame is

transmitted straig'htarvay, ot'if the channel is forrnd busy, the tlansmission is deferred

till the clrannel becomes iclle ancl ïemains idle for a AIFS*SlotTi,me period. Fig' 2.11

shows the cletailecl timing diagram of the EDCF scheme. Since the PIFS is smaller

than the DIFS, AC1, AC2 ànd AC3 have higher priority than the ACO in contending

for the wireless channel. In this rva¡', the waiting time at the heacl of the queue for

the high priority queue is to wait for PIFS * SlotTzme, and for the best effort queue

is to'wait for DIFS * SlotTi,m,e.

The other method fol providing priolitized-QoS is to use diffelent sizes of C\l¡ for

difierent ACs according to the priority, i.e., sholter C\\¡ for higher pliority AC and

vice ve¡sa. Internally, in the same QSTA, if the back-off counter of two ol more ACs

becomes zero at the same tirne, the scheduler avoids lhe virtual collision by granting

tlie EDCA-TXOP to the higher pliority AC ctueue, and the other colliding ACs backs

ofl by doubling their CW sizes. In this way, the internal collision rates iu the sane

QSTA are reducecl. HoweveL, external collision lates betrveen the same-pliority ACs

in clifferent QSTAs remain stitl high. AIFSNIACI, CI|/-rni'r{AC), CW-tnarlACl

and,TXOPLirni.tlACl are the clefault values which are determinecl b¡' the QAP and

at'e a,nnounced in the beacon fra,mes, horvever, the IEEE 802.11e allows to clyna'rn-

8 LrPs to m¡ 4 ACs

Back-off].Back-offi
(ArFSNo) ji(¡rsxr)t
(cwúo) jt(cwd"l) j

. '(C\ry..'0)r.i r' (ClV!ù1) |ri*r-* 
--r--fv .......,...',--J^,_
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ically change these palameter-s depending on the network conditions but does not

define horv to change these dynamically EDCA also has the provision to improve the

throughprrt performance by packet bursting, i.e., transmitting more than one frame

in the same EDCF-TXOP 'ñ'ith SIFS in between them ancl being under the limit of

TXOPLi,mzú bound that is determined by the QAP.Along with the pacÌ<et-bursting,

bulst-acknowleclgements are also allowed to reduce the netrvork ovelhead and inct-ease

the throughput. However burstirg may result jitter.

Figure z.LL. EDCF channel access and IFSs relati,onshi.p.

EDCA back-off procedure; Each EDCA function (relatecl to each access categorS;

AC) maintains a state var-iable from 0 Io CWIAC] whele CWIACI varies betrveen

CIV -mi,nlAC] and CW -rnarlAC]. On successfiil transmission of a frame by a specific

EDCAF, which is evident from successful reception of a CTS, ACK, ot a BlockAck or

ACK flame in response to an RTS. a unicast I\,IPDU cx BlockAck, a BlockAclcReq

frame respectively, or the successful transmission of a multicast frame or a frarne with

no Ack policy, the CWIAC] is set to CI4/ -tn'inlAcl.
If any of the follorving er¡ents occurs) EDCAF of a specific AC will plovoke backoff.

1. There is a frame in that AC to be transmitted but the channel is sensed busy

and the back-off timer for that AC is zero.

2. The final transmission in that specific AC rvas successful.

3. There is a transmission failure of a RTS/CTS, NIPDUIACK, or a BlockAck-

Req/BlockAck/Ack frame.

tEnsmlslon
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4. Two ol more EDCAFs in the sarne QSTA are granted a TXOP at the saure

tirne ancl thus their transmission attempts are collided u'ith each other.

In case of item 1, above, CI4llACl is unchanged, and in case of itern 2.,CWlACl

is reset No CII¡ -min[Ac]. And in case of item 3. and item 4., CWIAC] is updated as:

c If tlre short letry countet, QSRCIAC], or: the long retry counter, QLRCIAC),
for the QSTA has reached to d,otllSltortRetrgLi,mùt or dotllLong&etryLi,mi,t

respectively, CWIAC] is reset to CÍA -m,i,nlAcl.

e If CIMIACI is less than CW -marlACl, it is set to a the value (CWIAC) + t) x
2 - 7, ald if it is equals to ClVmar[AC], CWIAC] remaius uncha,nged for the

remainder of any retries.

All backoff slots follow an AIFSIAC] period during which the rneclium is idle for

the CW-m.tn[Ac] period, or these follow an EIFS - DIFS + AIFSIAC] period

during which the medium is idle for the duration of EIFS - DIFS + AIFSIACI

period following detection of a frame that u'a"s not received correctly.

EDCAretra,nsrni.tprocedure: AQSTAmaintainsashortletrycounter,QSRClACl,

and a long retry counter, QLRCIAC], for each AC rvhich are initiatecl with a zero

value. The QSTA also maintains short and long retry corinters, initially set to zeto,

for each N4SDU or N,I\4PDU that belongs to a transmission category (TC) requiling

ACK. For each transnission failure of a N4SDU or N'ÍN,IPDU frame less than or equal

to the dotL'I7TSThresh"old, the short retry couttt (for TC) and the QSRC[,aC] is

incremented and are leset when such a i\fAC fiame succeeds. And for each trans-

nrissiorr failure of a l\,{SDU or I\¡I]\4PDU fra,me greater tha,u doúll RTSThreshold, the

longt retry count (for TC) ancl the QLRCIAC] is incrementecl and are reset rvhen

such a N,IAC frame succeeds. Retlies for failed transmissions continue until the short

retry count is equal to dotIISh,ortfuetryLi,mi,t or until the long retry count is equal

dotILLongfuetryLimi,t. N4SDU or NINIPDU is discarded if either of these limits is

reached. Each QSTA rnaintains a transmit N,ISDU timer that is initiated at the tirne

when the h,'fSDU is passed to the 1\44C. and if this timer exceeds the applopr-iate value

in the dotIIEDCATabIeAttSDULif eti,me attribute of i\4I8, the relerant N4SDU or

any remaining un-transmittecl part theleof will be discarded.
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2.4.1.2 Contention-Free HCF Controlled Chanrrel Access (HCCA)

HCCA provides pararneterizecl QoS support and uses a central coordinator, called

hybrid coordinator (HC), Iike the point coordinator (PC) in the PCF mode of nQoS,

But HCCA operates uncler quite different mles than undel PC, although it mâ,¡, ¿|so

implernent PCF optionally. The rnain difference is that the HCF fi'ame exchange

sequence may be used anrong QSTAs durilg both CP and CFP. i.e., HCF can start

controlled channel access mechanism in both CFP and CP intervals rvhereas PCF

is alìowed only in the CFP. The IEEE 802.11e beacon interval is composed of alter'-

nating modes of optional CFP and CP as shown in the Fig. 2.12. During the CP, a

nerv contention-free period, called contlolled access phase (CAP), is used fol HCF-

controllecl channel access. HCF can start a CAP by sending downlink QoS-fi'ames or

QoS CF-Poll frarnes to allocate polled-TXOP to riifferent QSTAs aftel the medium

remains idle for at least PIFS interval. And the remaining tinle of the CP catr be

used by the EDCF. It is a flexible contention-free scheme that makes CFP and PCF

useless, and thus. optional in the IEEE 802.11e stanclard. The niajor benefit of CAP

is that the HCF beacon interval size can be indepenclent of targeted delay bounds of

real-time services. For exanrple, in audio traffic, the maximurn latency should not be

more than 20 msec using PCF rnode, so the beacon interval in this case should not be

more than 20 msec because the fixed portion of the CP forces the audio traffic to '¡'ait

longel for the next poll. Hor¡'eveL, the HCF-contlolled channel a,ccess can increa"se the

polling fi'equency. and, hence, the polling overhead (POH), by initiating the CAP at

any time guaranteeing the delay bound with any size of beacon interval that can be

used to decrease the increased overheads of shorter beacon intervals. AIso, the beacon

delay problen is lesolr,'ed in PCF as in HCF a QSTA is uot allowed to transmit a

frame if the transmission can not be finished before the next TBTT.

The HCCA guarantees paranreterized-QoS through setting up virtual connec-

tion called traffic stream (TS) after negotiation of traffic specification parameters

(TSPEC) such a^s rìean data rate, nominal frane size, maximtm sert'ice interval, de-

lay bound, delay jitter etc., between the AP and the mobile station. This negotiation

of TSPECs deter-mines the lengih of the polled-TXOP. The scheduler in the station

allocates the polled-TxoP to its TSs queues as per pliority. A simple round-robin

scheduler is ploposed in the IEEE 802.11e that uses these manclatory TSPEC param-
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etels, i.e., nominal i\,{AC frame size, rnaúmum service interval or delay bound and

tnean data rate. Here, the maximum service interval requilement of each TS is based

on the maximum time intenal between the start of two successive TXOPs, and if it

is small, it can provide low delay but more CF-Poll frames. In ca"se if different TS has

different maximum service interval lequirements, the scheduler selects the minimum

value of all ma-ximnm service interval requests of all allowed streams for scheduling.

IEEE 802.11e does have the provision of using an admission control algorithm to ac-

cept nerv TS into the QBSS. When TS is setup, the QAP provides QoS by allocating

the required bandrvidth to the TS.
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The other difierence of HCCA with the PCF is that the single polled TXOP

granted by the HC to a non-AP QSTA may be used for transmission of multiple

fi-ame exchange sequences clenoted by the contention-free burst (CFB) subject to the

lirnit on TXOPLi,rnit. All other QSTAs set their NAVs rvith the TXOPLimzú plus

a slot time, AII STAs inherently observe the NAV rules of the HCF and all QSTAs

respond to QoS(+)CF-Poll frames received from HC with the address-1 fieìd matching

witþ their ou'n acldt'esses. If a polled-QSTA does ltot have frames to send to QAP, it

just sends a QoS-Null fi'ame to the QAP enabling it to poll to another QSTA.

CFP generati,on: The HC uray work as PC using CFP witli the resti-iction that such

CFP will alwal,s end with a CF-end fi'ame. Since the HC rnay also issue QoS(+)CF-
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Poll frames to the a^ssociated QSTAs during ttre CFP and it can afso issue polled-

TXOPs, by sending QoS(+)CF-Poll frames during the CP, the HC is not bound to

use CFP only for QoS data trausfels.

CAP generati,or¿; The HC senses the wireless meditmr idle fol a PIFS time period

rvhenevel it neecls to start a CFP or a TXOP in CP, and it transmits the first frame

of any perrnittecl frame exchange seqÌlence with the duration value set tcl cover the

CFP ol the TXOP. A l¡eacon franre is the first in a CFP after a TBTT. After the last

frame of all othel non-final frame excha,nge sequences during a TXOP. the holder of

the TXOP shall wait for a SIFS period before transmitting the first fratne of the next

frame exchange sequence, and, in the tneanwhile, the HC may sense the channel idle

for PIFS dlration to capture it after the TXOP, otherrvise a CAP encls automatically

as shorvn in the Fig. 2.13.

Figure 2.13. CAP/CFP/CP periods.

Recouerg frorn the absence of an eryected recepti,orz.' Since the NAVs of all

the associatecl QSTAs are already set up by the HC transmissions, recovery rules

from the absence of an expectecl reception are difÏelent from EDCA. The recovery

rules for the mrrltiple frame transmission are different because a uon-AP STA may

always be hidden and may have not set its NAV due to the tt'ansmission by anothel

non-AP STA. Howevet, since the HC is collocated with the QAP, QAP may lecovel

nsing these rnles even if the r-ecovery is from the absence of an expected reception'

If the beginning of reception of an expected response, as cletected by the occutrence

of PflY-CCA.inclication(busy) primitive at the QSTA that is expecting the response,

does not occut' during the first slot time following SIFS, therl:
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e If the transrnitting STA is the HC, it rnay initiate Ìecovery by transmitting at

a PIFS after the end of the HC's last transmissiou only if PHY-CCA.indication

primitive is clear'.

¡ If the transmitting STA is a non-AP QSTA, it shall initiate i-.ecovery by tlans-

mitting at a PIFS after the encl of the last transmission, if the polled TXOP

limit is greatel than 0 and at lea,st one frame (re)transrnissions can be completed

ivithin the remaiuing duration of a nonzero polled TXOP limit.

If the transmittecl frarne is not of t5,pe QoS (+)CF-Poll and the expectecl re-

sponse frame is not receiveci correctly, regardless of the occurrence of the PHY-

RxsTART.inclication prirnitive, the QSTA may initiate recovery following the oc-

curtence of PHY CCA.indication(iclle) prirnitive so that a SIFS time inten'aì occurs

between the last eneïgy on the air and the transmission of the recover\¡ frame. If the

QSTA sencls a frame to HC with a duration/ID covering only the Ìesponse frame, the

HC assumes that QSTA is terminating its TXOP. Iu this case the HC may initiate

othel transmissions or allow channel to go into the CAP.

The poltecl QSTA sencls a QoS(+)Null frame if it has no queued frames or if the

N,IPDUs it has ale too long to send within the allotted TXOP limit. In the forrnei-

case, the QoS controì fielcl of the llull frame is set to size 0 for any TID with the

cluration/ID set to one ACK frame transmission time plus one SiFS interval, and in

the later ca,se, the QoS control field of the nnll fi'ame contains the TID and TXOP

cluration or a nonzero queue size requiled to sencl the ready N'IPDU. And the HC

combines this queue size information rvith the rate of the receivecl null frame to

determine the r-equiled size of the requested TXOP'

The nnused portion of the TXOPs after tlie transmission of the final frame and

its expectecl ACK response frame is retulnecl back to the HC as final flame with

the Ack policy subfielcl set to normal Ack, and in case of no frame to send to the

HC, the QSTA sencls a QoS mlll frame to the HC with the queue size subfreld in

the QoS control fielct set to 0. If there is no enough tirne in the unused TXOP

to t¡ansmit either QoS null frarne or the frame with the duration/ID field coveritlg

only the ïespollse frame, then the QSTA will cease the control of the channel. If the

beginning of the reception of an expectecl ACK response frame to the finaì franie does

not occur, cletected as the nonoccurïence of PHYCCA.indication(busy) primitirre at
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the non-AP QSTA that is expecting the response during the first slot time following

SIFS, the non-AP QSTA shall retransmit the fi'ame or tt'ansmit a QoS nnìl fi'ame,

rvith the Ack policy subfield set to normal Ack and the Queue size subfield set to

0, after PIFS frorn the end of last transmission, nntil such time that it receives an

acknorvledgment or-when there is not enough time remaining in the TXOP for sending

such a frame, and if PHYccA.indication(busy) primitive occuls, it is assutned a"s an

indication that the chanuel control ha,s successfully transferrecl and no further frames

shall be tlansmitted by the QSTA in that TXOP, even though the ACK frame frorn

the HC is incorrectly leceived. This is to avoid the situatiorr rvhere the HC nray

not r-eceive the frame and may result in an inefficient use of the cha¡rnel. Here, it
should be noted that the use of the PHY-CCA.indication(busy) prirnitive is used to

determine the control of the channel, and not to detei-mine the success or failure of

the transmission.

TXOP structure and ti,mi.ng: A QoS data fi'ame of subtype that includes CF-

Poll contains a TXOP limit in its contlol field which is protected by the NAV set by

the dur-ation field of the fi'ame containing the QoS(*)CF-Poll function as shown in

Fig.2.74. Within a polled TXOP, a QSTA may initiate transmissions of one or more

frame exchange sequences each separated b5' a SIFS' The QSTA shall not illitiate

tra,nsmission of a frame unless the transmission and any acknowledgmettt or other

immediate response expectecl from the peer N,IAC entity are able to cornplete prior to

the end of the rernaining TXOP duration. TXOP inclucles all transmissions including

the lesponse frames and the HC accounts fol these while setting the TXOP limit.

A TXOP or transmission within a TXOP shall not extend across TBTT, dotIIC AP-

Limi,t, d,ot||L'larDuellTime (if using an FH PHY), or d,otLICFPI\'íarDurati,on (if

during CFP). The HC ensures that the full durati<ln of any glanted TXOP meets

these requilements so that non-AP QSTAs may use the time prior to the TXOP

lirnit of a pollecl TXOP without checking for these constraints. Thus, all decisions

concerning what N4SDUs and/or N4i\4PDUs are transmitted during any given TXOP

are made by the QSTA tliat holds tlie TXOP.

NAV operation duri,ng a TXOP: The HC sets its own NAV during the TXOP of

a QSTA, lìowever, it mav reclairn it if the QSTA is not using it at all or it has ended

earlier. Whether in CFP or CP, alld if there is no m.ore QSTAs to poll and no more
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clata, managemettt, BlockAck&eq, ot BlockAck frames to send, the HC may reset

the NAVs of all QSTAs in the QBSS by sencling a QoS CF-Poll frame with the RA

matching its orvn \,,IAC acldress and with the duration/ID field set to 0. When the

QAP contains a PC, cluring the CFP, it may reset the NAVs of all STAs within the

QBSS by sending a CF-Encl frame regarclless of how the NAVs have been originallv

set. S¡bsequently, the QSTA receiving the CF-End fi'ame containing the BSSID shall

reset its NAV to 0. A QSTA that leceives the QoS(+)CF-Poll frame with the \"fAC

adclress i¡ the adclress 1 field matching the HC's N4AC addless and the duration/ID

field value equal to zeLo, shall also reset its NAV to 0. However, before resetting, if

the QSTA receives a RTS frame rvith the RA acldress rnatching the N1IAC adclress of

the QSTA ancl the N,IAC acl<lress in the TA field in the RTS fi'ame matches the saved

TXOP holder adclress, the QSTA. without legard/resetting its NAV to 0, shall send

the CTS frame after a SIFS period. A QSTA t'espouds with an ACK or QoS+CF-Ack

frame without regard of its NAV, and it accepts a polled-TXOP by initiating a frame

exchange sequence without r:egarding to its NAV.

HCCA transfer rules: A QSTA, after obtaining a TXOP, is bound to finish its

transrnissions within the TXOP limit, however it rnay transtnit or leceive any kind of

fiame, i.e., QoS data frames, management frames etc. but I\,{SDUs may be fragrnented

in orcler to fit rvithin TXOPs. Only the HC can send QoS(+)CF-Poll frarne. Ancl

QoS(+)Data fi'ame can only be sent in response to a QoS(+)CF-Poll frarne' A non-

AP QSTA that rvishes to inform the HC of queue status lnay use the QoS null frame

i¡dicati¡g the TID and the queue size or TXOP dnration lequest.

rxoP Llmlr from qos cF-Poll

f\lAV from qos cF-Poll
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In both CFP and CP, QSTAs alu'ays responds to QoS data frames having the Ack

policy subfield in the QoS control field set to normal Ack with an ACK fratne, unless

the acknowledgrnent is piggybacked in which case it shall use a QoS *CF-Ack frame.

Piggybacked frames ale allorved only in CFP or within TXOPs initiated by the HC.

TXOP requests: Non-AP QSTAs may send TXOP requests to the HC, with the

TXOP duration lequested or queue size subfield value and TID subfield value indi-

cated therein, during the polled-TXOPs or EDCA-TXOPs using the QoS control field

in the QoS data or QoS null fi'ame directed to the HC. Even if the value of TXOP

duration requestecl subfield or queue size subfield in a QoS data franre is zero, the

HC shall continue to poll according to the negotiated schedule.

2.4.2 Admission Control at the HC

Aclmission control is usecl to regulate the available bandrvidth resources. In case of

IEEE 802.11 networks, aclnlission control is required when QSTA needs â, guaran-

teed/deterministic channel access time. The HC administers the admission contt'ol.

For two âccess modes of IEEE 802.11e, i.e., EDCA and HCCA, there are trn'o distinct

aclmission contlol mechanisms. Adrnission control, in gener-al, depends on venclors'

implementation of the sclieduler, available channel capacity, link conditions, retrans-

mission limits. ancl the scheduling requirements of a given stream.

2.4.2.L Admission Control in EDCA

QAPs supports achnission control plocedures, at lea^st to the minimal extent of adver'-

tising that adlnission is not mandatory on its ACs by usiug ACN'I (admission coutrol

manclatory) subfìelds in the EDCA parameter set element to indicate whether ad-

mission contlol is lequired for each of the ACs. Even though the limit parameters of

the CWmin. CWmax, AIFS, and TXOP rnay be adjustecl over time by the QAP, the

ACN.I bit remain static throughout the life time of the BSS. The QSTA sends ADDTS

request frame to the HC in order to request adnission of traffic in any direction, i.e.,

lplink, downlink, dilect, or bidirectional, using an AC that requii-es admission con-

trol. The ADDTS lequest fi'ame shall contain the UP a.ssociated with the traffic and

shall inclicate EDCA as the access polic¡ and QAP, in turn, associates the received

UP rvith the appropriate AC a^s per UP-to-AC mapping rules. The QSTA may trans-
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mit Lrn-admitted traffic for such ACs for which the QAP does not requile adrnission

control, and if a QSTA desires to send data rvith out admission contlol using an

AC that mandates adrnission control, it rrses the EDCA parameters corresponding to

lowel pliority requiring no adrnission control.

Procedures at the QAP: The QAP, on receipt of an ADDTS lequest from a

QSTA, cletermines locally rvhethel to accept or deny the request using any appropriate

algorithm. In case if the QAP determines to accept the request, it will derive the

meclium time from the information conveyed in the TSPEC element in the ADDTS

request frame using any algorithm like I<.2.2, and will translnit to the concemed

QSTA a TSPEC element contained in the ADDTS response fi'ame specifying therein

the mediurn time.

Procedure at non-AP QSTAs; The EDCAF at the QSTA maintains trvo vari
ables: admittecl-time and used-time, which are set to 0 at the time of (re)association,

and these can be used to explicitly determine the medium time fol the AC associated

u'ith the specified UP. To make such request, the QSTA shall tlansmit a TSPEC

element contained in an ADDTS request frame with the following fields specified

(i.e., nonzelo): nominal \4SDU size, mean clata rate, minimum PHY rate, inactivity

interval, and surplus bandwidth allowance. However, the mediunl tilne field is not

used in the request frame and shall be set to 0. The QSTA, on receipt of the TSPEC

element contained in the ADDTS response frame, computes Lhe admitted-ti,me for

the specifiecl EDCAF as:

ad'mitted-time : ødmitted-ti,me * dotLLEDCAAueragi,ngPeriod x (rnedium time of TSPEC)
(2.4)

Two palameteLs, used-time and admitted-time in units of.32m,i,croseq Ðïe defined

to describe the behaviol of the non-AP QSTA. The QSTA updates the value of the

usdecl-time as:

At dotll E D C AAu er agi,ng P eri,od second intervals:

t¿s e d -ti,tne : T nar ((u s ed -ti,m,e - adtn'itt ed¡i.nt e), 0)

After each successful or unsuccessful Ì\4PDU (re)transrnission attempt:

(2 5)
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used-ti¡ne : used-ti,rne + Il'I PDU EnchangeTirne (2 6)

The LI P DU Ench,angeTi,me. equals the time reqrúr'ed to transmit the X{PDU se-

quence. For the ca.se of an N,IPDU transmitted with normal Ack policy and without

RTS/CTS protection. this equals the tirne required to transrnit the N4PDU plus the

time r:equired to transmit the expected response frame plus one SIFS. If the u,sed-ti,me

value reaches or exceeds the admi,tted-t'itne value, the corresponding EDCAF shall

no longer transmit using the EDCA parameters for that AC a"s specifiecl in the QoS

parameter set element. Horvever, a non-AP QSTA may choose to tempolarily replace

the EDCA pala,meters for that EDCAF with those specified for an AC of lower prior-

ity, if no admission control is required for those ACs. In case if the QSTA is running

short of the admi,tted-ti,me due to the slorved dorvn data rates caused, possibly'. clue

to worsening PHY conditions, it may request to the QAP for morc admitted,-ti,me.

and, at the same time, it may downgrade the EDCA palametels fol that AC foi-

short intelvals fol sending some of the traffic at the adrnitted pr-iority and some at

the un-aclmittecl priority. while waiting for- tlie response to and adclitional admission

request.

2.4.2.2 Admission Control in HCCA

The HC, while providing controlled channel access to non-AP QSTAs, is responsible

for granting or denying polling service to a TS based on the pararneters in the as-

sociated TSPEC. The HC should not tear down a TS, except at the expiry of the

inactivity tirner, or initiate a modification of TSPEC pala,meters of an admitted TS

unless requested by the STA. The polling service based on admitted TS provicles a

guarante.ed cho,nnel access fi'om the scheduler in order to have its QoS requirements

met. Though, it is not so easy to guarantee QoS due to specific wireless medium

characteristics, the behaviol of the scheduler, undel contlolled environment (e.g.,

no interference), can be observed and verified to be compliant to meet the service

schedule , that is:

o The scheduler is implemented so that, rrnder contlolled operating conclitions,

all STAs with admitted TS are offered TXOPs that satisfy the service scheclule.
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o If a TS is aclmitted by the HC, then the schedulel shall service the non-AP

QSTA during an SP. An SP is a contiguous time during which a set of one ot'

more dorvnlink Lrnicast frames and/or one ol rnore polled TXOPs are granted

to the QSTA. An SP starts at fixed intervals of time specified in service inter-

val field. The first SP stalts rvhen the lowel order 4 bvtes of the TSF timer

equals the vahre specified in ser-vice start tirne field. Additionally, the miuimum

TXOP duration shall be at least the tirne to transmit one tnaxitnuln N'ISDU size

successfully at the minimum PHY rate specified in the TSPEC. If maximun

N,ISDU size is not specified in the TSPEC, then the minimutn TXOP duration

shaìl be at least the time to transmit one nominal NzISDU size successfully at

the minirnum PHY rate. The vendors are free to intplement any optimizecl algo-

rithms, such a^s reducing the polling overheads, incr:ea"sing tlie TXOP duration.

etc., within the parameters of the transmitted schedule.

The QAP scheclules the transmissions in HCCA TXOPs and communicate the

service schedule to QSTA, and, in case if the QSTA had set the Aggregation field

in its TSPEC request, the HC plovides an agglegate service schedule. Anyhow, the

sen'ice schedule is comrnunicated to the QSTA in a schedrtle eletnent contained in the

ADDTS resporìse fTarne and the modifiecl service start time in it cloes not exceed the

requested service start tirne by more than one maximum service interval (SI). The

HC uses tlie maximum SI for the initial scheduling only as there may be situations

that HC may not be able to service the TS at the schecluled timing, due to an EDCA

or DCF transnrission or other interferences iuterrupting the schedule. The Service

Interval field rah.re in the Scheclule element shall be greater than the rniuimum SL

The selvice schedule may be updated at any time by the HC by sending a schedule

elernent in a schedule frame ancl it is considered as in effect when the HC receives the

ACK frame fol the schedule frame. The cumulative TXOP duration, duling any time

interval ltt,tZ] including the interval that is greater than the specification interval, is

gleater than the time requirecl to transmit all \,lSDUs of nominal size arriving at the

mean clata rate fol the stream over the period ltl,tz - D] where D is the paratneter

set to the specified SI in the TSPEC, and if maximum SI is not specified, then D is

set to delay bouud in tlie TSPEC.
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If the minimum PHY rate is pr-esent in the TSPEÇ fleld in the ADDTS response,

the HC uses it in calculating TXOPs, otherwise the HC uses an obsen'ed PHY late.

QSTAs may have an operational rate lower than the minirnurn PHY late due to

varying conditions on the channel for a short time, and it may be still able to srmtain

the TS without changing the minimrrm PHY rate in the TSPEC.

Duling the TSPEC negotiation, the specification of a minimum set of palameters,

i.e., mean data rate, nonrinal N4SDU Size, rnininrum PHY rate, snrplus ba,ndrvidth

allowance, and at least one maximum service interval and delay bound in the ADDTS

request frame, is needed for the scheduler to determine a schedule for the strea,rn to

be adrnitted. And in the ADDTS response frame, these parameters are mean data

rate, nominal I\{SDU size, minirnun PHY rate, sulplus bandrvidth allorvance, a,nd

maximum service interval and shall be nonzero when a stream is admitted, and if
not non-zero in the ADDTS request fi'ame, the HC ma)¡ replace these rtnspecified

parameters with non-zero values and admit the stream indicating about it to the

QSTA through the ADDTS response frame, or- it may leject it. If both maximun

SI and delay bound are specified, the HC niay use only the maximurn SI. If any

other parameter is specified in the TSPEC element, the scheduler tna}, use it when

calculating the schedule for the stream. The HC may also use the UP value in the

TS Info fielcl for admission control or scheduling purposes.

2.4.3 IEEE 802.11-e Direct Link Protocol (DLP)

IEEE 802.l1e N{AC protocol introduces a direct link protocol (DLP) fol setting up

direct communication betrveen the QSTAs [16] to increase the bandwidth utilization.

The sender first sends its DLP request to the receiver through the QAP including

its supported rates and some other information. Once the receiver acknowledges this

request, a direct link is setup, if there is no fi'ame transmission between these tu'o

directly linked QSTAs for a duration of DLPIdleTi,rneo'ut, the direct link is disabled.

2.4.4 IEEE 802.l-l-e Block Acknowledgernent

Instead of simple S\ ¡-ARQ, as in 802.11b, more effective mechanism called selective

repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) is used in the IEEE 802.11e. In this scheme a group of clata
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fi'ames can be transmitted one by one rvith SIFS interial between each group, but the

leceiver sends single ACK frame acknorvledging rvhole the block and indicating how

many packets have been received cor-rectly. Tu'o sub-kinds of block acknowledgements

å,re proposed in the IEEE 802.11e. One is irnmecliate BlockAck where the sencler

sends a BlockAck-request frame aftel transmitting a gloup of data, ancl the receit'er

lras to send back Lhe BlockAck aftel a SIFS interval, and if the sender receives

lhe BlockAcÅ; franre, it retransrnits the un-a,cknowledgecl frames lnentioued in the

BlockAck fi'ame either in an other group or separately. Imrnecli:ate BLockAcll; is very

useful for applications requiring high bandwidth and lor¡' latency but vely difficult to

genelate BlockAck in SIFS interval, The othel is the clelayed BlockAck rvhich does

not need strict tirniug limit and useful for applications that can tolerate moderate

latency. In delayecl BlockAclc scheme the receiver sends a normal ACK frarne frr-st in

lesponse to a BlockAck-request and then can send the Bloc.kAck at any other time

less than the delayed Bl,ockAckTi,meout.

2.4.5 Error Control in IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs

Erlor control ba^sed enhancemeut schemes are implementecl at both transport and

link layers. Since wireless links ale more prone to data loss, elrol recovery / erroi-

control at the linlç level becomes a must. Two emor- r'ecovery schemes are basically

used. One is ARQ (Automatic Repeat request) and the other is FEC (Forward Error

Correction). In IBEE 802.11 N,IAC stop ancl wait ARQ (SW-ARQ) scheme is used in

which the sencler, before starting to transrnit the next packet, stops and wait for the

ACK frorn the receiver for the last packet it sent to the receiver. SW-ARQ, though

easy to implement, is not QoS suppoltive as it causes bandwidth wastage itt r,r'aiting

for-the ACK. Solution to this problem is the selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) scheme

in which packets are transrnitted coltinuously without waiting for their ACKs. The

receiver acknorvledges each successfully received packet, and the sender retransmits

only that packet tlie ACK of which is not received in the time limit and then resumes

transmission from where it had left this scheme is vely much bandrvidth effective but

very cornplicated to irnplement and needs buffer resources aud re-sequeucittg overhead.

Go-Back-N ARQ (GBN-ARQ) scheme cornbines the features of SW-ARQ and SR-

ARQ. The sender transmits packets continriously but the receiver acknowleclges on
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that packet which it receives in sequence and discards all others rÀ,hich are not in
seqLlence, tlnts requiring uo bufier re-sequencirg arrå,ngement. Holevel, the senclel

needs to le-transmit all the packets it sent before the un-acknowledgecl packet rvhich

is also an ext¡a overhead.

Since error correction with the ARQ is done at the senclel's end, it leads to unac-

ceptable variable delays to real-tirne services. Forward ert'or comection scheme (FEC)
helps recover/adcl the redundant/erroneous bits at the receiver's encl that leads in
maintaining a hornogenous throughput and bounded time clelays. Since rvireless chan-

nel is high speed error prorÌe ntedia, FEC decoding error ra,te increases rvith channel

high error rate and needs a long FEC cocle cleating high transmission overheacl. So,

in order to overcome the indiviclual clrawbacks of ARQ ancl FEC, hybrid FEC-ARQ
schemes at'e developed combining their features. One is Type-I Hybricl FEC-ARQ
scheme which uses parity bits for both error detection and err-or corlection in eaclt

packet. Erlor is corrected only if the mrmbel of erroneorrs bits is within the erlor
correction capability of the code. otherwise r-etransmission of the packet is r.equestecl.

This plocess continues until the packet is successfirlly receivecl or-the maximum num*

ber of retransmissions has been reached. The drawbacl< of Type-I Hybriti FEC-ARQ
is that the uncorrectable packets are discardecl straightaway without regard that they
might contain useful information, and this aspect is coverecl in the Type-II Hvbricl
FEC-ARQ. An5' how, so far, the erlor correction scheme implemented in the IEEE
802.11 is SW--ARQ, and these hybrid error correction schemes aïe planned to be usecl

in the next-generation high-speed wir-eless networks.

2.5 Chapter Summary

In chapter 2 we have presented a compr-ehensive study of IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN
1\4AC standard with special leference to its important architectural aspects, its lim-
itations on QoS for leal-time services, QoS requirements and a ba^sic survey of QoS
enhancement aspects (for- a detailed survey, see next chapters) and efforts d,one so

far within the standard and out of the standard. After cliscussing the funclamen-

tal architecture, special and detailed discussion is focusecl on the new version IEEE
802.11e that has outlined rules fol both prioritized-QoS and paranreterized-QoS en-
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hancement. Since real-time services neecl bounds on bandwidth, clelay, jitter, and bit

et'ror-, specially. in wir-eless mediurn r¡rhele the bandwidth is always scarce and tnore

error and delay prone depencling on time and space, we took into account in detail

the service differentiation schemes that are based on these parameters and are called

per-queue based Se.ruDif f schemes.

One of such scheme is the EDCF or EDCA that provides pliolitized QoS bv defin-

ing four access category queues (AC) to support eight different user priorities (UPs)

in the contention environment, using the CS\4A/CA. Although, the EDCA scheme

irnproves performance by providing priolitized service differentiation to important

data but, as it uses the non-deterministic channel access mechauism, CSN4A/CA,

it can not guarantee bounds on banclwidth and latencies rvhich are pre-requisites of

time-sensitive selvices like voice and multimedia. The other scheme is the HCCÄ

that provides parameterized QoS diffelentiation by ploviding a controlled channel

access during both contention and contention-free periods. HCCA gnarantees tneân

data late, nominal frame size, maxiurum service interval, delay bound etc. by setting

up a virtual connection called tlaffic stream (TS) between the QAP and QSTA and

letting them to negotiate these parametels as tlaffic specification (TSPEC) before

actually trauslnitting an5r frame. A sirnple round-r'obin type scheduler is proposed in

the IEEE 802.11e that uses these mandatory TSPEC parameters. In order to reg-

ulate the available bandrvidth resources and to assure the guara,nteed/deterrninistic

channel access time, HC a,clministers the aclmission control both at EDCA and HCCA

levels that along with the other measures like: direct link protocol (DLP) enabling the

peer QSTA to communicate directly without QAP, and the block acknou'ledgement

for efficient utilization of the bandwidth, are also discussed and explored as has been

provisioned in the iEEE 802.11e N'IAC standard. To deal with the high speed error

prone rvireless medium, the reverse error correction techniqrres (stop and wait ARQ,

selective-repeat ARQ, Go-back-N ARQ etc.) ancl folward elrol correction techniqrte

(FEC), and their limitations, are discussed along with a joint-venture of these two

approaches that is called hybrid FEC-ARQ error correction technique. FEC-ARQ is

also discussed with reference to its implication on the high speed error prone wireless

chaunel.

In view of the discussions in this chapter, the issues regarding the QoS enhance-
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ment in IEEE 802.11 N,{AC standard can be summalizecl as follorvs:

o In case of the contention-based channel access mechanisln EDCA, the AIFSN[AC],

CWrnin[AC], CW-rnax[AC] and TXOPLimit[AC] are the default values rvhich

ai-e determined by the QAP and a-r-e announced in the beacon frames, however,

the IEEE 802.1le allows to dynamically change these palameters depending on

the network conditions but does not define Ìrow to change these dynamically.

o IEEE 802.11 standard supports multi-rate PHYs capabilities for dynamic rate

switching that can improve the throughput. Horvever it does not clefine the

mechanism ol algorithm that can decide the best late channel momentarily and

then can efficiently or opportrrnistically switch to that channel momentalily.

o The parameterized QoS that guarantees real-time service requirements is pro-

v-ided in the HCCA of the HCF rvhich is contention fi'ee channel access rnech-

anism in the IEEE 802.1le. However, IEEE 802.1le suggests the same lound-

robin type polling scheduler for HCCA a,s is provided in the IEEE 802.Ilalblg.
The vend.ors are set free to implement any optimized algorithms, such as reduc-

ing the polling overheads specially in ca"se of bLrrsty traffic that has alternating

periods of ta.lk-spurts and silence, increasing tlie TXOP cluration, etc., within

the pararneters of the transmitted scheclule.

o The reservation inforrnation, the round-robin type scheduler uses, inclucle av-

erage values of traffic characteristics of the flows, like mean packet size, rnean

required throughput etc., that restricts the HCF to allocate fixed polling sched-

ule which is only suitable for constant bit late (CBR) traffic. But what about

the variable bit rate (VBR) type of traffic, such as quality-controlled N,IPEG4

ol video conferencing. Increasing the TXOP by a fixed amount r¡,ould be a

solution but at a probable cost of decr-eased total netrrolk capacity. In the lit-
erature [18], there are three proposed approaches described, i.e., TXOP, service

interval, and polling schedule. Reference worlcs at [19][20][21] Iiave attempted

to improve for VBR traffic.

. One issue is the optirnization of the tradeoff between the channel efficienc¡

priority and fairness.

o Another important issue is analytical rnodeling to evaluate the efficiency and

performance of EDCF packet bursting and contention-free burst (CFB).
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Chapter 3

QoS Provisioning in IEEE 802.11

\Mireless LAI\s

3.1 Introduction

\\¡ith the pervasive deployrnent of IEEE 802,11-ba^sed WLAN technologies rvorlcl-wide

such as in plivate sites and WiFi commelcial hot-spots, there has been a grorving

clernancl for WLANs tn put forth QoS for packet-srvitched leal-time services (e.g.,

voice, audio, and video). Voice-over-IP (VoIP) is an exatnple of packet-based voice

service rvhich is being increasingly deployecl commercially over the wired ltetrvorks

through the Ethernet technologies. As the benefits of having integrated rvireless and

wirecl netrvorks for data, r'oice, and video applications are being unraveled, rnore

and more research works are being focused to make WLANs to suppolt real-time

multinredia services. Since IVLANs hold the promise of providing uuprecedented

mobility, flexibility and scalability tlian its wire-line counterpart, much reseat'ch effor-t

has been attracted in this area.

In this chapter r¡'e discuss and dig out the core QoS-related design ploblem that

is common in all velsions of IEEE 802.11 hdAC standard (whether ï}2.Ltafblg or

802.11e). AIso, rve discuss the motivation and gravity for solving this QoS design

problem that causes in-efficient utilization of the scarce wileless bandwidth.

Besides the QoS provisioning in IEEE 802.11e discussed in detail irt the previous

chapter, we carry out a consolidated suruey of the major research worlçs on QoS-arvare

wireless N4AC protocols in the recent literature and sumlnarize in this chapter.
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3.2 QoS Provisioning for Real-Time Voice Traffic

IEEE 802.11 MAC

The legacy WiFi standard, i,e., IEEE 802.Ilalblg, does not provide parametric QoS

reqrired by voice traffic. Out of its two modes of medium access, i,e., the distributed

coordinated filnction (DCF) and the point co-ordination function (PCF), the DCF

uses the carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSI\4A/CA) protocol

uùich is contention based and causes non-deterministic medinm access delays, and

the PCF is contention-free that uses the ronncl-robin polling scheduler that provides

connection-oriented medium access. However, round-r'obin polling scheduler does not

suppress the silence periods of voice calls, ancl a,lso, non-deterministic beacon clelays

in the PCF mode becomes barriers in guaranteeing strict clelay bounds. The hvbrid

coordination function controlled channel âccess (HCCA) rnode of the QoS-enhanced

version, i.e., IEEE 802.11e, addresses most of the QoS-r'elated problems of the PCF,

and it also defines tlie call admission control outlines. Ho',r'ever, the HCCA deploys

the same inefficient rouncl-robin scheduler and does not specify any techniqne for the

admission contrr:Ì.

The louncl-robin type polling scheduler is kept common in both HCCA and PCF

with the following difference. The HCCA uses the mandatory TSPEC parameters to

prioritize diffeient TSs in its polling list and to determine the respective length of the

polled transmission opportunities (polled-TxOP) to all the poll-able stations. But

it polls in the sa,me round-robin fashion as the PCF does regardless of whether the

polled station has data to send or not. Therefore, the research challenge still remains

a"s it is.

Flcrrn the pelspective of leal-time voice traffic. IEEE 91z.Ilalblg/e N4ACs are

lacking at follorving two corners.

o The lound-robin style scheduler of HCCA oI PCF in IEEE 802.11 causes band-

width rvastes and incurs unnecessary delay to other stations having packets to

send when the polled station does not have packets in its local queue

e Voice traffic exhibits bursty nature with alternating periods of talk-spults and

silences whele silence suppression is neecled for QoS ¿ìssurauce, but in IEEE

802.11 the HCCA or the PCF assumes that each station in its polling list

tn
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always has packet(s) to transmit without taking into account the alternating

silence periods betrveeu two consecutive bnrsty voice packets.

The performance of HCCA/PCF due to these two major shortcomings is degraded

a,s opposed to the VoIP technology that is being widely used colnmercially through the

wired Ethernet. The VoIP suppresses the alternating silence periods of voice calls and

achieves multiplexing gains and plovides QoS to the users. To make VoIP compatible

with the IEEE 802.11 i\{AC so that WiFi technology can efficiently support real-time

voice services, it is irnperative to develop an efficient algorithm or pr-otocol. This

plotocol should make the round-robin scheduler intelligent enough so that it can

suppless aìternating silence periods of voice calls using the bandwidth efficiently with

increased throughput and minimized queuing delays.

tt a¡Õ.ù Research Advancements for QoS-Provisioning
in WLANs: Current State of the Art

In this section we discuss the major research '¡'orks that have been proposed in the

literature to enhance the QoS in WLANs. Since voice traffic has bursts of packets to

travel with in-between periodic silent periods, there is great motivation to sttppress

these silent periods by somehou' not attending the user during its idle periods and

multiplexing other traffic with it to reduce the bandwidth rvastage. In the polling

type wireless nrediurn access, this job is done by the central colltrollet' (i.e., AP in

IEEE 802.11 l\4AC) through polling list rnanagement function that should exclude a

voice user from the polling list dr"rring its silelit periods and inclucle it back in the

poìling list when the station becomes active (talking). Since the central controller

does not conrmunicate with the user cluling its silent state, the hardest part of this

process fol AP is to know when the silent to talk-spurt state change occtlrs at the

user side so that the user can be inchrded again in the polling list'

For completeness of the topic, we categorize and summarize the selected reseat-ch

'n'olks in the following sub-sections, The first srtb-section includes schemes ,¡'hich ad-

clress the priolity and/ol fairness type of QoS issues. The second sub-section includes

the schemes which either partially deploy contention-free mediun access approach

or fully deploy contention-free approach, to adclress the bursty nature of real-time
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voice traffic for suppressing idle periods. \Ã/e dislegar-cl the for-mer sub-category since

its paltially contention-based medium access causes non-deterministic waiting time

delays and/or consecutive fi'ame losses that rvorsen exponentially even if the traffic

load increases only linearly [23]. This is not tolerable to real-time voice tlaffic. The

schemes in the lattel category comprises of those protocols which suggest contention-

free rnedium access through adaptive type of polling schemes to suppress the idle pe-

riods of voice calls. However, they do so at the cost of increased rvaiting time clela5,s

to stations at the time when they change their state from idle to active contributing

significantl_v to the encl-to-eud delays. The third sub-section includes schemes which

addless QoS issues by suggesting some call admission control strategies.

3.3.1 Priority and Fairness-Based QoS Schemes

The Pri.oritg Effort-Li,mi.ted Fai,r (prioritg-ELF) scheme proposed in [2a]

checks the prioritv of the stations defined as type of service (TOS) combined rvith the

effort-limited fair scheduling, rvherein the central contr"oller' (PC) does not polls the

priority nser for '¿,hich a counter shows that thele is no more than one data frame

received during the last polling session driring a threshold tirne period. TIie PC does

so rvith a mechanisrn of checking if the effolt (air time spent on a flow) is higher'

than a pledefined thleshold of its power factor. This scheme, ât one haud, deters

the PC from polling in an error-prone wileless link, and, at the other hancl, provides

prioritized-QoS like the HCF of IEEE 802.11e does.

The Pri,ority schemes proposed in [25] provide prioritized-QoS to voice and video

services over the data service with the PCF mode bv giving the priority control to

AP or to both AP ancl the stations. The AP clecicles rvhether to poll to a user during

the contention-fi'ee period (CFP) based on the priority of the station.

Both of these schemes aÌe sufficient to maintain the priolitized-QoS of the rnul-

timedia traffic. HoweveL, they do not consider the effect of the system conditions in

an unstable WLAN and the overall performance of PCF.

Di.stributed Defi,cit Round-Robin (DDRR) schemein [26] proposed a fairness-

based polling scheme insteacl of ba,sic round-robin polling scheme. This scheme re-

quires an aclditional state variable called the deficit counter (DC) in the PCF for

each associated sta,tion and schedules either to poll or not to poll to the poll-able user
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based on the positive or negatire value of the DC, theleby providing a solt of fairness

of opportunity to all poll-able stations.

These schemes do not pÌopose any measure to gua,rantee boundecl end-to-end

delays and jitters that are needed to r,-oice traffic, especially under high load sitltations.

3.3.2 QoS Schemes Based on silence suppression in voice

Services

PCF utith i,rrryIi.ci,t si.gnaling scherne proposecl in l27l uses the contention-based

DCF mocle to notify the talk-spurt arrival to the AP. Active and iclle lists ale managed

by the PCF for actir¡e and idle voice stations, respectively. When a voice actir.ity

transits frorn idle state to active state, the first frame is transmitted to the AP

according to the contention-based DCF. This causes non-deterministic access clelay

which incre¿uses exponentially as the traffic load increases. If the fralne is received

successfully, the PC includes the station to its active polling^ Iist.

The uplinlc noti,fi,cati,on scheme in [23] proposes a contention-based uplink status

notification mechanism which is quite different from the WiFi DCF mode. This

scheme compared polling with contention mechanisms under the general tr-ee-based

topology quantifying the range of parameters, like round-tr-ip delays ancl number

of active stations, whele the proposed conteution mechanism can give better delay

performance than a polling scheme. Howevet, the quantitative results of this work

stamp on the fact that contention-based'rvireless medium àccess approach can only

be deployed to a limited small nulnber of clelay sensitive load and is not applopriate

for large scale commercial deployment.

Simultaneous Trør¿srnit Response PoIIing (STRP) scherne in [28] exploits

capture phenomenon to notify the uplink status b)' sending a weak jarnming signal

to the AP in I'esponse to a special control frame sent by the AP. Theoretically' it

succeecls in reducing the polling overhead that would have been causecl by stations

during their iclle states. In this scheme, the AP transmits a special contlol frame

to two stations simriltaneously, one in the active state (i.e., included in the polling

Iist) and the other in the idle state (i.e., exchrded from the polling list). Then, it lets

the iclle station to respond with a weak jammiug signal with an extended delay than

the active station with the presumption that this weak jamming signal will notify the
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uplink statrm to the AP successfrrlly through the capture efiect. However, the capture

effect may not u'olk in a harsh fading environment, and, hence, it may not guarantee

the required clelay bound.

AII the above schemes use the round-robin type polling scheduler to poll stations in

the actir,e list but the uplink talk-spurt notification mechanism they use is contention-

based. To avoid the contention-ba^sed unpredictable delays, there are schemes such

a,s those proposed in [29] anct [30] which proposed to spare separate time zone from

the contention peliocl for addressing only the reconnection requests. A problem lvith

such a schelne is the wastage of bandwidth if there is no reconnection request.

There are some recent schemes that suggest TDI4A-like time slot assignmeut for

scheduling instead of round-robin scheduler and clairn significant silence sttppression.

But the mechanisms they suggest fol uplinh activity detection from silence to talk-

spurt state change is based on contention-based mediurn access apploach, These are

summarized as under.

Deterrnini,stic Access Prioritg of Voi,ce i,n CP proposed in [31] srtggests a

modified service interval structure of HCCA in IEEE 802.11e along with a TDNIA-

like tirne slots assignment scherne for IVIAC scheduling to support real-time voice

services. Instead of alternate dowlrlink and uplink transmissions at each scheduled

user, the whole contention free periocl (whether in the PCF ol CAP) is sub-divided in

to downlink and uplink transmission periods. The AP transnrits all the down packets

to their destinecl usels in FIFO order in the downlink time zone. Then, at the start of

the uplink time zone, the AP broadcast the single supper CF-poll frame to all the poll-

a,ble users notifying to them a TD\4A-like time slots scheme for theil respective turns.

Since r,'oice can toler-ate packet loss to some extent, uo acknowledgment (ACK) oL

retransmission is proposed for voice transmission in order to avoid the retransmission

delay.. Voice rnultiplexing gains are also proposed thlough active and idle polling list

management at the AP suppr-essing the per:iodic idle per-iods of voice calls.

For uplink status notific¿tion frorn idle to active state change, this scheme pÌoposes

a so-callecl "deterministicall5' prioritized access'). In this scheme, a fraction of the CP

is dedicated for those stations whose status has changed from idle to active state so

that these can uotify their uplink status change to the AP without contending with

other low priorit;, access categories (ACs). However, the contention among the same
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high-pliority voice stations which want to notify their uplink status change is still
there. If ther-e is no reconnection request, this dedicated time is wasted. Instead of
using the EDCA contention mechauism, this scheme proposes a black burst jarnming

scheme where each contending high-prioliby r¡oice station tr-ansmits a jarnming energy

signal u'hose tinie length equals to its back off contention windorv. In this wav, the

long lasting black burst wins the channel.

Isochronous Coordi,nat'i.on Funct'i,on (ICF)in [32] is a recent idea proposed to

transpot't voice packets over IEEE 802.11 WLANs. The concept of worl<ing cycle in
ICF is similar to the CAP cvcle in the HCF of IEEE 802.11e for parameterized-QoS

to delay-sensitir,'e voice service. But unlike CAP, rvhich suggests simple lound-robin

polling, ICF proposes TDN4Alike time slot assig-nrnent scheme where the assignment

information is broadcast to all the poll-able stations at the stalt of each ICF cycle

throrrgh a supper poll frame called ICF-poll frame. Thereby, it reduces the polling

ovet'head significantly. Fol polling list rnanagernent, ICF-poll fi'ame includes a status

vector (SV) u,hich is a sequential string of logical bits, i.e., 0 for the idle station and 1

fol the active station so that only the active stations should avail theil assigned tirne

slots for theil uplink transmissions. For uplink status notification from iclle to active

state change, ICF proposes the EDCA mode of IEEE 802.11e which, though, provicles

prioritized-QoS, is a coutention-based medium access schenle. Hence parameterized-

QoS requirement of the time-sensitive voice selvice is not fulfilled in this scheme.

In both of the above schernes, the TD\4A-like single polling scherne reduces the

polling overhead at the following cost.

o Both of these schemes suffer time synchronization problems of active stations

rvith their respective TD\'ÍA time slots.

o And lvhole the time slot is rvasted if the active user does not receive the single

broadcast supper-poll frame correctl¡, or it becontes silent in the meanwhile.

Non-uni,forrn Fullg Gated Lirnited, (non-uniforrn FGL) o,nd, FGL polli.ng

schemes in [33], based on the service limited (time-limited rx number-limited) dis-

ciplines, at'e analyzed fol managing the distlibuted qr.reuing systems. like the uplink

distributed queues in case of the HCCA/PCF mode of IEEE 802.11 WLANs. The

non-uniform FGL polling scheme attempts to reduce the wastage of the banclwidth

due to polling empty queues. The basic idea of non-uniform FGL is to poll each
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station as frequently as its traffic requilement neecls. Though this scheme saves band-

u'idth rvastage but 802.11 N,IAC protocol does not support it as it needs to piggyback

aclditi<lnal inforrnation at the NÍAC layer.

All of the schemes we have discussed above attempt to reduce the polling over-

head through suppressing the silence periods of voice calls, but they, one rvay or the

other', do not provide explicit contention-free wireless medium access control that is

the prime lequirement of the delay sensitive r¡oice traffic. Following are a couple of

schemes that have attempted to clo this job.

Cyclic Shift and Stati,on Remoaal (CSSR) poili,ng scheme proposecl in l3a]

reduces the number of polls to voice stations by not polling them for a fixed number

of threshold time cycles during their silent periods. A station notifies to the AP about

its rrplink status change fi'om talk-spurt to silent state through a null fi'ame. The AP

leplaces this idle station from the talking user list to the silent user list, This scheme

increases the capacity of the WLAN by reducing the polling over-head but at the cost

of increa"sed waiting time delays to the voice fi'ames that arrive at the silent stations

but can not be sent due to the imposition of the thresholcl time period during rvhich

the station is kept in the silent polling list.

Adapti,ue PoIIi,ng MAC Scheme ploposed in [35] suggests a talk-spurt detection

algorithm to recluce the number of polls to voice stations during their silent periods

usiug the round-robin scheduler. The average duration of the silent period (which

is assumed to be exponentially clistributed) of a voice usel is taken as 1.3 secouds.

The algorithm divides this average idle period into decleasing-vaiue threshold time

intervals. This is opposed to the scheme in [34] that proposed fixecl threshold time

intelvals during the silent state. The uplink status from talk-spult to silent state

change is notified to the AP through in-band signaling by setting the rnore-data field

in the last frame to 0, and, subsequentl¡ the silent station is replaced from the

talking user list to the silent user list. If the dwell time in the silent state sur-passes

the threshold time limit, the PC replaces the station from its silent to talking user

list. In the next SF cycle, if this sta,tion responds to the poll by sending a frame, it
is kept in the active list. If it does not respond or sends a null fLame, the PC puts

it back to the idìe list, however, at this time, its thresholcl time variable is set to the

next cornparatively small threshold time, and so on until the threshold time equals
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the supper frame tirne or.the silent to talking state change occurs, Again, this scherne

also suppresses the silent periods to increase the capacity but at the cost of increased

waiting time delays as iri [34].

Both of the above schemes provide silence suppression but at the cost of increased

rvaiting time delays to the frrst talk-spurt fi'ames that are not sent due to the impo-

sition of the threshold time period,

3.3.3 Schernes Based on Admission Control for Voice Ser-

vices

The connection admi,ssi,on control (CAC) scheme in association to a signal-

iug protocol proposecl in [36] quantifìes the maximunt capacity, delay jitter in relatiotl

to the inter-poll periods (super frame time) in the PCF mode, and maximurn delay

bound requilements of the voice calls. It suggests a call admission control strat-

egy based on the capacitv of the PCF mode uncler specifiecl conclitions. Howevet,

this scherne suggests the contention-based DCF rnode fol signaling the alrival of the

first talk-spurt packet to the AP. Also, it does not suggest anything to avoid the

non-deterministic beacon delays caused by the peculial design of the PCF mode.

N,Ioreover, this scheme does not provide a cleal strategy for silence suppression of

voice calls.

Measurernent-based CAC strategi,es introcluced in [37] and il [38] ale based on

the channel occupancy analysis. The channel occupancy rate, which is the ratio of the

channel busy tirne to an observation tinre, is constantly me¿usnred and ntatched to a

predetermined threshold value to know the traffic congestion level and to admit new

users accoldinglv. But these schelnes olily consider the contentiou-based DCF and

EDCA modes, respectively, which are not suited for the high traffic load situations.

A qualitative comparison among the different QoS-arvare N'IAC schemes is shorvn

in Table 3.1. This comparison is callied out among the schemes we discussed above

categorizing them into thlee thlee sub-groups, i.e., one is that which deploys par'-

tially contention-based medium access apploach, second is that which deploys fully

contention-free medium access approach, and third is that which address QoS issues

by suggesting solne call admission control strategies.
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Table 3.1-. Quali.tati'ue performance comltarison arnong di,fferent QoS-aware MAC

Schernes on cc¡ntention-bzused activity. cletection

Delay bound

gualantccs

Silence Sup
pression

Waiting
time delays2

Consecutive

packet loss4

Failncss

STRP [2.q]

Uplink Notification Scherne [23]

PCF rvith implicit signaling [27]

rcF [32]

Detelministic Access Priolity [31]

Partàalt

Partiall
Partialt
Partiall
Partiall

Very good

Good

Good

Excellcnt

Excellent

SmaLl

l¡f odet'ateJ

M oderate!
M oderate}

S ntalls

Sntalls

A,I ad.erate3

lv'I oderate3

No

Small3

lr'loclcrate

Iüodera,te

\4oderate

Good

N,loderate

Schernes on contention-free a,ctivity detectio¡

Delay bouncl

guârantees

Silence Sup.

prcssion

!\¡aitinpç

time delays2

(lonsecutive

packet loss

Fairness

Adaptive polling [35]

cssR [34]

Round-Rr¡bin (PCF/HCCA) [4] [3]

DDRR [26]

H-CFA8

Ycs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1rs¡¡. good

Very good

No

Good

Vely good

Large

Very lalge
No

Large

No

Large

Lzrrge

No

Large

No

It4ode¡ate

N,focleratr:

l\4oderate

Ðrcellent6

Ercel.lent6

Call admission control schemes

Delay bound

guara.ntees

Contentic¡n-

frce Acccss

\4/aiting

l\mc delags2

Capacity

gains

Faimess/

Priority

i\.feasurement Based CAC [37]

\4¡LAN C-{C [38]

cAC [36]
Tc 

^ 
a'8

No

No

Partiall
Yes

No

No

Partial

Yes

Probabilistic

Probabilistic
hl otl,erateg

No

A4 oderate3

A,I odenrte3

AI od.erote3

LargeT

lvfoclerate

lvlodelate

lrlodel'a,te

It4odcrate

Note:

1 If number of contending stations is largc, dclay bound gualantces become increasingly vulncrablc,

2 Unnecessa,ry clela¡'s to initial fra,mes rvlien iclle-to-active state chzLnge arrives.

3 Number. of contencling stations is assurned smzrll, and if large, it rvill lead to un-acceptable for delay-bouuds.

4 It is ¿ssumed that the dcla"ved frat¡e is lost.

5 Faírness in ter¡ns c¡f l>auds'idth alloca,tion.

6 Fairness arcorcling tc¡ the tra,ffìc arrival behavior at each a¡ùnitted st¿tiotr.

7 Ät thc cost of accepted large inconsccutive packct loss.

8 Fo¡ H-CFA a¡rd TS-AC, see chaptcls 5 and 6, respectively.
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3.4 Chapter Summary

Ili this chaptel we have discussed and elaborated the core QoS-reiated design problem

that is comrlon in all velsions of IEEE 802.11 NIAC standa,id (whether 802.Llalblg
or 802.11e). That is the iuefficiency of the \\¡iFi N.'IAC stanclard in exploiting a very

important charactelistic of packet-switched networks, i.e., rnrrltiplexing gains and

quality of service plovisioning in case of bursty type of traffic.

We have carried out a consolidated snrvey of the rnajor research works on QoS-

aware wireless N,IAC protocols in the lecent literatnre and summarized in this chap-

ter categolically, i.e., those which addless the fairness and priolity lelated QoS is-

sues; those which deploys both the well-known contention-based and contention-free

mediunl access approaches for capacity and QoS enhancement; and those which are

purely based on the contention-free meclium access approach for this purpose. Foi-

end-to-end delay requirernent of the real-tinre sensitive services, rve have also clis-

cussed a few schemes that deal rvith another very important QoS-provisioning aspect

that is call admission contlol.

\A/e have observed that the fairness and priority-based QoS schernes, the fully

or partially contention-ba"sed schemes, due to their non-deterministic rnedium access

nature, are not viable to ensure parametric-Q,:S, like end-to-encl clelay and maximum

acceptable jitters le'uel, that is required by the real-time services like voice ancl video.

The last tu'o categolies, i.e., the fully conteution-free schemes, and the call admission

control-based schemes, are irnportant in dealing with the capacity enhancement and

parametric-QoS provisioning to real-time services. However, these schelnes, although

shorv significant impi'ovement in reducing the polling ovelhead, are not efficient. This

is due to the fact that these schemes increase rvaiting time delavs to first talk-spurt

frames when VoIP stations change theil' state from idle to actir¡e, ancl therefore,

increase the end-to-end delay substantially. The call admission control-based schemes

discussed in this chapter are also not suitable in case of parametric-QoS provisioning.

This is clue to the fact that these schemes use a contention-based medirrm access

approach which caìrses unacceptable non-deterrninistic channel âccess delays.

In the following chapters we will present analytical performance evaluation of

these schemes, and subseqnently, present our uovel protocols which provide superior

performance.
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Chapter 4

Ferformance Analysis of
Contention-FYee Approaches for
Silence Suppression in Voice Calls

4.L Introduction

In this chapter, v/e câ,rry out performance analysis of two popular schemes rvhich sup-

press silence periods of bursty voice traffic with fully contention-free rnedium access

approach. \A/e choose these schemes because these schemes use a frrlly contention-free

medium access approach in order to guarantee deterrninistic medium access time for

tirne-sensitive v'oice traffic. These schemes are: Adaptive Polling NIAC Scherne [35]

and Cyclic Shift and Station Removal (CSSR) polling scherne [34].

While doing the analysis, we take into account both plos and cons of these schemes.

Our objective of carrying out this perfolma,nce evahratiort is to determine analytically

how much of the unnecessary polling overhead time that the round-robin polling

scheduler incurs cluring the altelnating silence periods of voice calls can be reduced

in these diffelent approaches. As has been mentioned in the plevions chapter, these

schemes reduce the polling overhead at the cost of increased waiting tirne delays to

the flr-st talk-spur:t frames in accessing tlie wireless medium. \A¡e also aim to determine

analytically the unnecessary wireless medium access delay time that a typical first

talk-sprrrt fi'ame suffers in these two different apploaches. The evaluation of these

per-formance metrics will lead us to the conclusion whether or not and to what extent

each of these schemes is viable.
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4.2 Analysis of the Adaptive Polling MAC Scheme

[35]

In this scheme the CFP is divided into two following sub-periods as illustrated in

Fig. 4.1:

4.2.L Downlink Voice Transmission Period (DVTP)

Drrring DVTP, the enqueued data frames at the AP are transmitted to their respective

destined nodes and each node that receives the data frame tlansmits ACK frarne to

the AP after a SIFS time period. The transmission order in the voice queue follows

FIFO (first in first out) discipline. Fig.4.1 only describes the voice data (D and

U), Ack and CF-poll rvithout any Data * CF-Poll frarne rvith the presumption that

echo canceller is used ancl there is no double talk situation. For double-tall< situation

(i.e,, when two stations try to talk simultaneously), data * CF-poll is also used. In

this case the PC, instead of sending data frames in DVTP and CF-poll frame iu the

UVTP to the same node, sencls data frame first ancl then sends CF-poll frame to the

same station consecutively.

Figure 4.L. Separated downli,nk and upli,nk tran,sm'iss'ions i,n CFP of the beacon i,n-

teraal.

B:Beacon .: .

E:cFEnd ' :

D; Dri"ivnlink Dgt" . ,

U: UÞlink D.atq t. . .: .:.

Ac!r:Frame.sent by STA

Ack: Fiame seni.by AP
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4.2.2 Uplink Voice Tþansmission Period (UVTP)

hnportant jobs, Iike: polling; polliug list management (PLI\,Í); and uplink voice actir¡-
itl', àre carriecl out by the PC cluling the uplink r¡oice tlansmission periocl (UVTP).

4.2.2.L Polling List Management (PLM)

PC rnanages 4logical lists during the UVTP, i.e., pollable list (PL), active nocle list
(ANL), inactive node list (INL), and adaptive polling list (APL). The PL enlists tlie
a,ssociation IDs of all the associated nodes in the BSS. The ANL enlists the AIDs of
all such nodes which are currently in the talk-spurt state, The INL enlists the AIDs
of all srrch nocles which aLe currently in the silent state. The APL enlists the AIDs of
all the active nodes phrs the AIDs of some nodes from the INL whose dwell tirne in
the silent state ha.s surpassed a threshold tirne. Initially, all the associated stations
âr'e a^ssumed in the talk-spult state.

4.2.2.2 Uplink Voice Activity

The vnice activity that is modeled as a 2-state N4arkov process (talk-spult and si-

lence) is handlecl during the UVTP (see Fig. 4.2). Talk-spurt and silence periods

have exponential clistlibutions with means çL :)Isec ancl (f :)L3lsec respectively.

Here c and þ are transition probabilities fi'om talk-spurt to silence ancl vice versa

respectivel;,, and 1- a and 7- p are tlansition probabilities from talk-spult to talk-
spurt and silence to silellce respectively. Packet arrir¡al rates in talk-spurt and silence
periods are À and 0, respectivelrr

p

Figure 4.2. Voice trffic model.

The uplink voice activity cycle has four following phases as shown in Fig. 4.3.

l--a 1-p
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Figure 4.3. Four phases of uoi,ce acti,ui,tg.

1. Phase I is the detection of talkspurt to silence state change which is pelfolmed

through the in-bancl signaling niethocl bt¿ setting 'more data field' to 'FALSE'
in the culrent uplink packet. When phase I is detected, the PC replaces the

node from its APL and ANL to INL.

2. Phase II is the silence state where the PC does not poll the nodes at all.

3. Phase iII is the cletection of silence to talk-spurt state change which is performed

by the speech activity detection (SAD) function that uses a talk-spurt detection

algorithm as illustlated in Fig. 4.4 When phase III is detected, the PC r:eplaces

the node from its INL to APL.

4. Phase IV is the talk-spurt state u'hele the PC keeps the node in the ANL and

APL a"s long as 'more data field' in the current uplink packet is set to 'TRUE'.

In phase III of the uplink voice activity cycle. the talk-spurt detection algolithrn cli-

vides average silent period (r,) into exponentially decleasing threshold tirne inten'als

accordiug to the following formula such that the first threshold time ?ä(1) )) Tsp.

According to the algorithm if the drvell time in tlie silent state sulpasses the threshold

time, the PC replaces the node from its INL to APL for polliug. If the node does

not respond after polling, the PC does not poll the node anymore until the end of

the seconcl threshold time (Tth(2)) and so on nntil threshold tinre equals the supper

frame tirne.

Phase ll I Phase lll I Phase lV

Packet intèr-arrival time'

Trn(k) -r'o?(l -p)u-t , wherero:71/3, Trn(k))Tsp, 0 <p<L (4.1)
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Silence period

rt¡{1) T¡'{2) Ttr'(3)

Figure 4.4. talk-spurt detecti.on algorithm i.n adøqtti.ue polli.ng MAC sch,eme.

DVTP and UVTP schemes mertioned above ale describecl belo',r' in a combined

way and in the flow-cha,r-t in Fig. 4.5.

1. Voice packets from far'-encl side of a mobile station âre enqueued in the AP.

2. At the beginning of the nominal SF boundaly, the PC seizes the contlol of the

channel by transmitting beacon frame aftel the channel has been idle fol a PIFS

time interr¡al.

3. The PC divides the CFP into DVTP and UVTP and starts DVTP first.

4. Duling the DVTP, a PC transmits each voice packet, enquerred in its voice

queue, to the destination node in a FiFO discipline. The rnaxirnum number of

voice packets transmitted during a DVTP ale set to be a half of the nurnber of

voice sessions because) on an a\¡erage) only a half of the VoIP usels âre listening

or speaking to theil colrespondents.

5. Following DVTP, the PC initiates UVTP by sending a poll fi'ame. The PC

sends poll frames to stations in its polling list to receive voice packets. Drrring

the UVTP, the PC controls the polling sequence and the polling list by using

the uplink transmission scheme and the PLN.'Í described earlier in this section.

4.2.3 Discussions on Shortcornings

The shortcomings of this scheme can be summarized a"s follows:

o The simulations results showed that this scheme achieves a substantial reduction

in the polling overhead, but it does so at the cost of increased waiting clelays to

T5¡: Superframe length

P: Poll
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. . r :. .: ì
PCF Mode starts - 

'
(cFPstarts) ------------2:

a

. ,ln !he,1d gF gycle .çllil
, iìodes aie',èuppæed'i
'lri the tálkspurtrstate 

'. ',' ihrit-¡ : .;'t
I

I.t
'.'..'DV.IP sttrts.Firsl '.. '

f'
UVTP starts

Sæofld
::.1,

v

PC'sáds enquàgel pkt6, (=,¡gli.ot¡tlielvclge
session)lólhe¡riDestinâtioi:nodæ in rFIFQ

order, i.e. D(i): Ack(¡) wib a gap of SIFS

1 .,. PC :polbr.the:,node(i)

PC,keeps/puts thg node(i)i
ìn thê.lNL

Note:
k= 1(l)K; k be¡ng il ¡nteger
¡ = BSSID of the node U in the order of the APL

Figure 4.5. Sequence of acfi,ons i,n DVTP and UVTP of the CFP.

uplink traffic. This is because, according to the talk-spurt cletection algorithm

of this scheme, a packet geneÌated at a node during its silence period has to

lvait excessively for its transmission as this node can not be included in the

APL fol poling udess its dwell time in the silent state surpasses the threshold

time limit.

The division of the CFP into DVTP and UVTP also causes more \¡/aiting delays

to the downlink traffic. The dorvnlink voice packets enqueuecl in PC from the

current UVTP has to rvàit till the next SF cycle starts because DVTP of the

current SF cycle has already lapsed. And, if uot all, sonre of these dorurlink

packets destined to snch nodes rvhich have not yet been polled in the current



SF cycle, would have been tlansmitted in the same SF cycle.

4.3 Analysis of the Cyclic Shift and Station Re-

rnoval (CSSR,) Polling Scheme l34l
In this scheme the average silence period is divided into equal threshold time intervals

as opposed to the adaptive polling scheme in [35] whele the average silence period is

divided into exponentiallv decreasing threshold time intervals(see Fig. a.6).

Figure 4.6. Talk-spult dete.cti,on algori,tlzm i,n CSSR, scheme.

Due to its fixed threshold time intervals, the CSSR. schene would r-educe polling

overhead mole than the adaptive polling scheme, but at the same time it would cause

more rvaiting tirne delays to the first talk-spurt franles.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

4.4.L PerforrnanceMetrics

The objective is to make the round-robin scheduler of the IEEE 802.11alhlg/e N{AC

standald intelligent and efficient so that it can suppress alternating silence periods

in the brrrsty leal-time tra,ffic to rnake the PCF and the HCCA more bandwidth and

delay efficient.

The two approaches discussecl in the previous sections srrggest consiclerable re-

duction in the polling overhead. At the same time, these approaches cause excessive

waiting time delays to the first talk-spurt frarnes. In this section these approaches

period;;;;;Ta
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are atlalyzed. We develop analytical models fol these approaches to evahiate two QoS

pelfor-mance metrics. One is the avelage polling overhead tirne saved at the schedLrler'

side (i.e., at PC) cluriug each uplink voice activity cycle of a voice call normalizecl to

that in the round-robin polling . The other is the average waiting time delay caused

to the first talk-spurt frame at the station side when the station tlansits from silence

to talk-spurt state.

4.4.2 Modeling arrd Assumptions

In both the approaches, the talk-spurt and silence periocls in the bursty voice traffic

are assurned to have exponential clistribution [29][26]. Assuming the super fi'ame time

interval as disclete unit, we consider the silence period as having geometric distribu-

tion. In the adaptive polling N,'IAC approach [35], the average silence period is divicled

into exponentially decreasing threshold time intervals. In the CSSR approach [34],

the average silellce period is clivided into equal threshold tilne intervals.

Letp be a parameter that may take a value between 0 and 1. The choice of 3r defines

the length of the threshold time intervals, and the number of polls required before

the first tall<-sprrrt ârLives, and the channel âccess clelay caused due to not polling

duling the threshold time interval. Therefore, p should be chosen in corlelation with

the required delay bounds in older to make an optimal trade off between the reduced

number of polls and the unnecessary channel âccess dela;'s causecl due to the talk-

spurt detection algorithm.

4.4.3 Formulation of Analytical Models

4.4.3.1 Input Distributions (Random Variables)

Silence and talk-sprrt states have uniform geornetric distribution. Let z be a geomet-

ric landom variable representing n independent trials (i.e., n supper frame intervals),

each having the probability p of being success (talk-spurt detection occurs) until the

success occurs. Then

Problx - nl: (í3 - I)"-' P.

The expected value of z (i.e., :y) at n: oo is given as follorvs.

(4.2)
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æ1

E {r: n} : n: t nQ - P)"-' lJ : ;n:i u

At the truncated value of n (say n:l), Z is calculated as follows'

(4 3)

(4.4)

(4.6)

(4.7)

¿

E {r : n} : n: 
: 

n,O - 0)"-t þ : t - (I +'t) (t - {J)¿ + t (t - 0)t+1

0

It should be noted that z is the avelage number of supper fi'ame time cycles oi- the

average number of polls, say ¡y',, in the round-robin scheme before the first success

(talk-spurt) occurs.

Let l/, represent the average number of polls in the a\rerage silent period ro ac-

cording to the acltual round-robin scheme. Then

(4.5)

4.4.3.2 Steady State Probability in 2-State Markov Process of Uplink
Voice Activity

In Fig. 4.2 that models the uplink voice activity as 2-state N4arl<ov proce$s, i.e.,

talk-sprrrt and silence, the transition plobability matrix, say P, can be expressed as

follows.

To: NoTgp: fTsp: ?b" 
I

:]p
B

1-(¿+1)(1- )'+¿(t -P)'*

P: 
[ 
';o ,: -]

To evaluate the QoS performance metrics, the steady state probabilities for the

system states, i.e., silence and talk-spurt, are reqrrired. Since the size of the transition

probability rnatlix P is 2 x 2. Iet n : lt\ n'2] denote the systern steady state probability

vector. Here zr1 and 12 respectively denote the steady state probabilities that a voice

station is in the silent and talk-spurt states' These steadS' state probabilities of silence

and talk-spurt are calculated frour the following two steady state conditions.

'îre : L, rvhere e is a 2 x 1 column vector of ones
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rP:r:[tt112] (4.8)

4.4.3.3 Adaptive Polling MAC Approach [85]

In Fig- 4'4, lef the talk-spurt detection algorithrn clivide the ar¡erage silence periocl

ro into k threshold time interr¡als. Thus the nurnber of polls in the silence peliod is

equal to k.

Auerage t'ime saaed g-,"JE ) at the sched,uler per uplink uo,íce acti,ui.tE
cycle of each uo'íce stat'íon 'i,n cornparison to the round,-robin scheme:
The time saved, sa'y T"ou"¿-,(k), by the talk-spurt cletection algolithm of this scheme
per il¡erage silence period in comparison to the round-robin schelne is calculatecl as

follows.

r"o.,"d_.(Æ) : r-lÐ+p _ -l (4 e)

u,het'e i, : 7(1)k (i, being an integer), Ttn.(k) : rop(I-p)^-t, T1,o¡ is the time
(in terms of bit-times) to transmit one poll frame, ancl fs,¡ is the sìrppel frame time.
Here 7"o,.¿-" (k) is also a function of a geotnetric ranclom variable A that replesents k
indepenclent thleshold time intervals. The k¿å time saved (T"ou.d-" (Ä,)) is a successive

addition with the next, until the first srlccess, i.e., the detection of talk-spurt, occuLs.

Here k is ultimatelv co-r'elated with the geornetric ranclom variable r. The probability
mass function (pmf ) of T"ou.¿-o (k) is given as follows.

rourd.--of f lrN"þ-f t-rlu]]
p (T"or"d._,o (fr)) : (1- p)"-' þ (4.10)

c::rourtit-oJ fln 
" [r-1r-p¡b-r ]ar]

rvhere k : r (1) K (/c being an integer), The expected value of T"o,ed._,o(fr) is calcrrlated
a,s follows.

K
ElT"nr,r,,t..o (À)l :4;;;@: Ð

A:1

I round-ofJ[lr.[:-1r-¡,;À]] I
I f (1 - p)'-t þl T",,,,,.,¿-,,(k)

la:round-oJ J[lr, [r - 1r -p¡*-' j+ r] ]
(4.11)
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The average time sat'ecl (7,;"";@) at the scheduler per uplink voice activity cycle
of each voice station in comparison to the rouncl-robin scheme can be expressed as
follows.

ElT"o,.¿(,k)l :T;;/1Ð:zi1 X 7"""*;JÐ i12x0: Ír xn"..a-JÐ Ø.12)
It should be noted that the expected vahre of the tirne savecl cluring the average

talk-spurt period is 0 as the voice station during its talk-spurt periocl is pollecl in each
beacon cycle.

Aaerage urlnecessarE channel access d,elag &;@ ) to the fi,rst talk-spurt
frame at each ao'ice stat'i,on: Consicler the fir'st voice packet (silence to talk-spurt
state change) arrives at the start of kúå threshold time Qru(k)).Then the unnecessa,r.y

delay (f,¿_,"(k)) is calculated as follows.

T,d. ."o (,() : r,p (1 - p)r-t : TspNnp (1 - p)^'-t (4.13)

The number of the threshold interval, ,k, is co-related rvith the geometric random
valiable z (the nnmbel of snppel franre cycles). Ancl unnecessalJ¡ delay T,¿_,"(k)
is basically the function of the G.R.V t, i.e., for different value of z the value of
T",a-,"(k) is different. The expected value of unnecessary channel access delay Zi¿_,.. (li)
is calculated as follows.

K f rounct-ofJ[¡¿,It-(r-r)allT".-ß: Ðl t l,"o(1-p)u-'-["-1k=! lr- r ound-"¡¡[iv" 
[r -1 r -r)À - r 

]+ r]

-round,-of f l* þ - (1-p)--']]] r""] (1 - o),-, o] e.r4)
where k :7(1)K, k being an integer. The average unnecessary channel access

delay (7"¿(Ð) to the first talk-spurt frame at each voice station in compar-ison to the
round-robin scheme can be expr.essecl as follows.

E [T,o(,k)] : TJÐ : 17 xfl;re I rz x o : rt x ha-" @ (4. i5)

It should be notecl that the expected value ofthe unnecessary channel access clelay
to talk-spult frames during the average talk-spurt period is 0 as the yoice station
during its talk-spurt periocl is polled in each beacon c),cle.
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4.4.3.4 Cyclic Shift and Station Removal (CSSR) Polting Approach [84]

In Fig. 4.6, Iet the talk-spurt cletection algorithnr divicles the average silence period

ro into k equal thresholcl time intervals (fr¡(ft)). Thus the nurnber of polls in tlie
silence period is equal to k. Ttn(k) is calculated a,s follows.

frn&) : rop, rvhere 0 < p < 1 (4.16)

Aaerage tirne saued, (T,u,o¡(k) ) "t the scheduler per upli,nk aoice acti,aity
cgcle of each uo'ice stati,on i,n comparison to the round-rob'in scheme:
The time saved, say T"or,"¿...(k), by the talk-spurt detection algolithm of this scheme

per average silence per-iod in comparison to the round-robin scheme is calculated as

follows.

T"ou.d._,o(k) : kTo.o (/{,p - t) (4.17)

where ¡tro : rolTsp, Tpon is the time (in terms of bit-times) to transrnit one poll

frante, and ?s¡ is the supper frame tilne. Here T"o,"¿-" (k) is also a function of a
geometric raudom variable k that represents k inclependent threshold tirne intervals,

The k¿à time saved (T"ou",t-,o (k)) is a successive addition rvith the next, until the first
success, i.e., the detection of talk-spurt, occuLs. Hele ,k is ultimately co-related with
the geometric random variable r;. The probability mass filnction (pmf ) or T"o,,.¿r." (k)

is given a.s follows.

rou,nrl--of f lkN¿pl

T) (T"ou.¿-o (k)) : G - p)',"-' 0 (4.18)
,¿:r o und_o Í I l(f - t )rV,p+f l

rvhere lc : r (1) K (k being an integer). The expected value of T,o,*¿-,"(k) is calcrilated

a"s follows.

X I roundal f lkN"pl I
EfT"u,"a_."(k)l :?l*,1-"(k):I l I e-p)*-r glT"","¿_,"(k) (4.19)

k:L L:c=round_oJJ[(Ë-1)Nop+t] I

As in the case of Adaptive polling N4AC appr-oach, the average tirne saved e;:d@)
at the scheduler per uplink voice activity cycle of each voice station in comparison to
the round-robin scheme can be expressed as follows.
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ElT,o,-"¿(Æ)] : r*,;@ :'tit xTn*"L.@ i 12 x0 : 7rr x T*,,"d-re
It can be noted that the expected value of the time sa\¡ecl during the avelage talk-

spurt peliod is 0 as the voice station duling its talk-spurt period is polled in each

beacon cycle.

Auerage urùnecessary channel access d,elag Q"o(Ð) to the first talle-spurt

frarne at each uo'ice stat'ion: Consider the first voice packet (silence to talk-spurt

state change) arrives at the start of k¿å thresholcl time Qtn(k)). Then the unnecessary

delay (7,¿-"(k)) is calculated as follows.

T,,d-¡" (k) : r"p (4.20)

The number of the threshold interval, k, is co-related rvith the geometric random

variable r; (tlre nrrmber of supper frame cycles). And unnecessary delay T,¿.,."(k)

is ba"sically the function of the G.R,.V n, i.e., for different value of z the value of
'I",a-,"(k) is different. The expected valtte of unnecessary channel access delay T,o,."(k)
is calculated as follows.

\\¡here k : I (1)K, k being an integer. As in the case of Adaptive polling I\'IAC

approach, the avelage unnecessary channel access clelay (Q¿(fr)) to the first talk-spult
frame at each voice station in comparison to the round-robin scheme can be expressed

as: E [T"a(k)] :T^@ : rr xT"d-"(Ð I 12 x 0 : 1Tt x f"¿-þ. It can be notecl

that the expected value of the unnecessary channel access delay to talk-spurt frames

during the average talk-spurt period is 0 as the voice station during its talk-spurt
period is polled in each beacon cycle.

4.4.3.5 Optimal Selection of Parameter p

Iu this model, p is the parameter that can take any value between 0 to 1. Horvever,

while choosing the value of p follorving constraints should be tal<en into account.

In the adaptire polling i\4AC approach [35], tlie last threshold time interval must

be greater than or equal to the supper frame tinie cycle (i,e Ttn(K) 2 Tsr). The

(4.2r)
x I rouncl-oJflkNop]

T;;IÐ = Ð I t [,op-1,-L-round,-oJlt(À'-1) N"p)]Tsel(L-t3)"-'B
k :7 

Læ =ro,,n d -o I ! lG- t) N Òp+11
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value of I{, i.e., the maximum number of threshold intervals, is the fitnction of the

value of p, i.ê., To,(K) : rop(I - p)K-L : TsF, and, in case of adaptive polling N{AC

approach, is calculated a"s follo'¿'s.

(4.23)

Numeri,cal enample; For À[" :rolTsp: 1.35/0.02 and 0:0.0148, I conyerges to

619.

In the CSSR approach [34], "rr'e calculate the number of threshold time intervals

for cliffelent values of par-arnetel p as follows. Surn of all the thresholcl time intervals

should be eqrral to the avelage silence period (ro), i.e.,

(4.22)

where N,:71þ for infinite (i.e., very large) r,alue of z¿ - the nutnber of independent

trialsof supperfi'ameinter-vals,andÄt: (r-(¿+r) Q_ Ð' +l(1 -/i)'*t) f p,for

the truncated 'ualue of n(: ¿¡. The value of I can be calculated by the iteratir,e

rnethod fi'om the following equatiou.

K : round-r¡¡ []n 
(t/N') - In (p) + tn (t - p)l

LEI

" - lln (1 - ¡/,/J) - ln (1 +laaþ)1ln"-:round-off lffj

KroP: ro ) I( : round, 
"t r ljl

rlN,<r,s#

(4.24)

In the adaptive polling N,IAC approach [35], the first tlireshold tirne intelval that

is the largest among all the rest of the threshold intervals and any thresholcl iliterval

of the CSSR appr-oach [34] rnust be less than or equal to the maximum accepted delay

bounds (say d msec), i.e., r.p I d. AIso, the thresholcl time should not be less than

the ?s¡ (:20 msec), i.e., rop ) Tsp, otherwise, there will be no saving in polling

time. Therefore, the lange of values of p is defined with the following in-equality

constraint.

(4.25)

rvlrere N, : 7lIJ for infinite (very large) value of n, i.e., the nurnber of independent

trials of supper frarne intervals, and ÀIo (u) is given by Equation @.a) for truncated

value of rt(: ¿¡.
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Eli,mino,ti,on of er'Tors created i,n rounding off the sumrnati,on li'mi'ts: In

case of the CSSR scheme, since the ar¡erage silence peliod is divided into equal

thresholcl time intervals, the numbel of last thleshoid interva,l (i.e., /<') which is

the roundecl off nurnber of the fraction lfp, may have large v-ariance (additive ol

s¡btractive) to the fractional remainder of the actual silence pericrd. The large r,-ari-

ance will count fol the inclusion of large number of fake supel' fi'ame cycles in the

la,st tliresholcl tirne interval as a threshold interval is the rnultiple of super frame

cycle. In order to elinlinate such variance when we calculate the performance met-

rics, we lound off. K towards its ceiling integer and keep track of the actual fraction

of the silence period for the last threshold time interval through the additive vari-

ance. \4r-ith this fraction we calculate the correct upper snmmation limit for the last

thresholcl time interval. In irrplementation, rve do in this way: the actltai fraction

(4) for the ceiling /f is calculated as F, : t - V( - Glp)J. The upper stlmrÌa-

tior limit (ruoo".,) in Equations (4.18, 4.79.4.2I), when k : K, is calculated as

ruw., : rc¡'u'nd-oÍ fL@ - 1)¡ræ i F,'N'!tl-
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4.4.4 Perforrnance Results

For N, : rolTsp: 1.35/0.02 and d : 0.0148, polli,ng ouerhead (Tph): 80 É¿sec, rve

present comparative numerical results of the Adaptive Polling I\4AC ancl the CSSR

approaches with reference to the actual round-robin polling scheme in Figs. 4.7. These

figures shorv the numbel of polls s¿r,ed in both the approaches normalized to the actual

numbel of polls in the round-robin scheme velsus the numbel' of threshold intervals

for different values of palameter jr taken within the constrainecl range as definecl in

the previous section fol ma-ximum acceptable channel âccess delay d : 200 Insec.
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As we ca,n obselve in Fig. 4.7 (a), for p : 0.0296, the Adaptive Polling N"IAC scheme
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can sa\¡e ilp to a maximum of about 16% of the polls of round-robin scheme while the

CSSR scherne can sa\¡e up to a maximum of 50% of the polls of rouncl-robin scheme.

As the value of p is incr-easecl within the constrained range, see Figs. a.7(b),(c),(d),

the numbel of polls saved also increases in both the schemes. However, the CSSR

scheme saves nrore polls in all ca.ses with a substa,ntial difference than the Aclaptir,e

Polling N'IAC scheme.

In Fig. 4.8 we discus the nurnerical resLrlts on waiting tinre delays to the first

talk-spurt frames caused due to the talk-spurt detection algorithnì, i.e., the division

of average silent peliocl into threshold time intervals. This figure lepresents the com-

parative numerical results of the numbel of polls required in both the schemes under

discussion nonnalized to the actual number of polls of the round-robin scheme and

the urorst-case average channel access delay to the first talh-spurt frame norrnalized

to the aver'âge silence period velsus different values of parameter p.

Figure 4.8. Comparison of numeri,cal results for Adaptiue Polli,ng II,IAC and CSSR

approaches us. round-robi,n approach: numl¡er of poll frames saued us. the worst-case

auerage channel acce.ss de.lag.
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0.1481, the Adaptive Polling N,'IAC scheme requires about 22% of the poils of round-

robin scheme while tlie CSSR scheme needs about t0% of the polls of round-robin

scheme to poll to a voice station during its silent period. We can see that with the

CSSR approach, polling orerhead of the round-r'obin scheme cau be reduced more

tlian with the Adaptive Polling i\4AC approach by a factor of 7270. However, in

the worst-case situation, i.e., the talk-spult frame arrives at the beginning of the

threshold interval, the fìrst talk-spurt frame in the CSSR approach lvill have to wait

for about 74.8c/c, i.e., 200 rnsec, of the average silence period (1.35 sec) befole it
can be transtnitted. In the Adaptive Polling N,IAC scherne, the first talk-spurt fi'ame

will have to wait for about 5.93%, i.e., 80 rïLsec) of the averâge silence peliocl in the

worst-case situation. This unnecessaÐ¡ waiting tirne clela¡' is caused dne to the talk-

spult detection algorithm usecl in these approaches, It can be observed that in terms

of the waiting time delays to the first talk-spurt frames, the Adaptive Polling N,{AC

approach is better than the CSSR approach.

0,35

------ Adapt¡ve poll¡ng MAC
r' -- CSSR polling approach

Figure 4.9. Numerical results of ttre';:;2i;;, ytolli,ns oaerltead,

sclteduler per stati.on per upli,nk uoi,ce acti,ui,tg cycle notmalzzed to

robi,n polLi,ng at uaryi,ng param,eter p.
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Now we present numerical results over- the two important pelformance metrics

rn'e anal¡ically modeled in the previous sections. Fig. 4.9 shows the comparative

numer-ical lesults of the average polling ovelhead time that the scheduler saves for

each voice station during its one uplink voice activity cycle at rarying parameter p.
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first talk-spurt frame at uaryzng param,eter p.

This average tinre saving is normalizecl to the average polling overheacl time that

woulcl have been incurred by the schedulel in the round-robin polling during one

uplink voice activity cycle. For example, within the constrained range of parameter'

p:0.L, the schecluler saves 70% and 14% of the a,r'erage polling overhead time that

u'ould have been inculred in the round-robin polling in case of Adaptive polling N4AC

and CSSR apploaches, respectively.

Fig. 4.10 shows comparative numerical results of the unnecessary average waiting

time delay at varying pararneter p that the first talk-spurt frarne at each voice statiott

has to experience. As an example, we can see that, within the constrained range of

parametel p:0.'I, the first talk-spurt frame at each voice station snffers rvaiting time

delay of 20 msec and 30 tnsecin case of Adaptive polling N,IAC ancl CSSR approaches,

respectively.

In Fig. 4.11, we pr-esent comparative numei-ical results of the average polling over-

head time that the schedrrler saves fol each voice station during its one uplink voice

activity cycle at varying silence periods. The lesrrlts ale obtainecl at a fixecl vahre

of parameter p - 0.1481 within its constrained lange. This aveÌage time saving is

normalized to the average polling overhead time that u'ould have been incurred by

the scheduler in the round-robin polling cluring one uplink voice activity cycle. For

exarnple, at average silence period of L.2 sec, lhe schecluler saves 12% and 15% of

the average polling overhead tirne that wouìcl have been incurrecl in the round-robin
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polling in case of Aclaptive polling N,ÍAC and CSSR apploaches respectively'
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Figure 4.L2. Numeri,cal results of the unnecessl,rA a,uerage delay erperienced by the

first tatk-spurt frame at uaryi,ng s'ilence peri'od.

Fig. 4.12 shows cornparative numerical results of the unnecessary average waiting

time delay at yarylng silence periods that the first talk-spurt frame at each voice

station has to experience. As an example, at avet'age silence period of. 7.2 sec' the

first talk-spurt frame at each voice station sttffers waiting time deìay of.23 msec and

36 rnsecin case of Aclaptive polling i\'lAC and CSSR approaches, respectively'
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4.5 Chapter Summary

Perfonnance of two well-known fully conteltion-free schemes that suppresses silence

periods in voice calls has been analyzed in this chapter. The short-comings of these

schemes have been elaborated. N;lathernatical models have been developed to evaluate

two itnportant perfolmance metlics, i.e., the average polling overhead tirne that the

scheduler sar,es for each voice station during its one uplink voice activity cycle. and the

unnecessary average waiting time delay that the first talk-spurt fi'ame at each voice

station suffet's. In order for the talk-spurt detection algorithm to divide the silent

periods into threshold time interyals. constraints are defined for optirnal selection of

the para,meler p.

Perfolmance results have been presented alid discussed. These results have shown

that the CSSR approach is better than the Adaptive polling 1\4AC approach in terms

of the average polling overhead reduction. However, the CSSR approach is the worst

in terms of unnecessaly avelage rvaiting time delays that it causes to the first talk-

spurt frames. Both of the schemes reduce tlie polling overhead tirne considerably

during the silence periods of voice calls. But these schemes cause waiting time delays

for rnedium access in the order of tens of milliseconds to the first talk-spnrt franies.

This unnecessary delay may not fulfill the encl-to-end delay bound leqrrilement of

voice calls keeping iu view the other contributing delays such a.s queuing. processing,

tlansmission, and propagation delays within the core of the IP netwolk.
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Chapter 5

A lr[ovel QoS-Aware MAC
Protocol for Voice Services over

IEEE 802. tr- l-Based \MLAIT{s

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have carried out performance evaluation of such protocols

that suggest contention-free medium access through adaptive type of polling schemes

to suppress the idle periods of voice calls. The performance lesults show that these

schemes do so at the cost of increasecl waiting tirne delays to stations at the time when

they change tlieil state from idle to active contributing signiflcantly to the end-to-end

delays. In this context, we introduce a novel quality of service (QoS)-awar-e wireless

medium âccess control (NIAC) protocol in this chapter, called Hybrid Contention-

Free Access (H-CFA) protocol. This protocol provides purely contention-free medium

â,ccess rnainly through an intelligent round-robin type polling algorithrn adjoining it
with a TDI\4A-like time slot algorithrn for Contention-Flee Activity Detection fi'om

idle to active state change.

In the proposed scherne, the bursty nature of the clelay-sensitive voice traffic with

the characteristic of periodic idle periods is exploited and idle periocls ar.e suppressed

and rnultiplexed with other voice tlaffic efficiently at no cost of increased waiting

time clelays. This incleases the capacity of WLANs significantly as compaled to the

simple round-robin type mechanism incorporated in the IEEE 802.11 alblgle N{AC

standard. Also, the ploposed scheme outperforms similal other schemes recently
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proposed in the literatrrre which generally improve WLAN capacity at the cost of in-

creased waiting tirne delays. The H-ÇFA protocol combines diffelent contention-free

rvileless medium a,ccess approaches, i.e., coutention-free polling and Time-Division

I\4ultiple Access (TDN,'lA)-like tirne slot assignrnent, in the single contention-free pe-

riod (similai- to the optional point coordination frrnction (PCF) or the controlled

access plrase (CAP) in IEEE 802.Llalblg or 802.11e respectively). The H-CFA pro-

tocol is augmented with a Contention-FÏ'ee Activity Detection (CF-AD) algorithm

and an intelligent polling list rnanagernent algorithrn.

We carry out perforrnance analysis of the proposed H-CFA protocol through sim-

ulations in cornparison to othel similar contention-free protocols including the IEEE

802.11 round-robin polling scheme. The results show that the H-CFA protocol out-

performs all its cormterparts with regard to system capacity and waiting tirne delays

to stations when tliey change their states from idle to active.

5.2 The lr{ovel H-CFA Protocol

5.2.L Objectives

The schemes, which rve have cliscussed in the previous chapters, have specific charac-

teristics but no one serves our purpose completely, i.e., to ethance the paratneterized-

QoS for time-sensitive voice services at one hand ancl to enhance the system capacity

on the other hand. The schemes that provide priority access through the contention-

based meclium access apploach can not gtralantee clelay bounds especially'r'hen the

number of usels increases. Although, the schemes which suggest silence suppres-

sion deploying the contention-based medium access approach enhauce the capacity

through multiplexing gain, they are unable to guarantee delay bounds especially iu

high loacl situations. H-CFA protocol is designed by exploiting some of the useful

characteristics of the relevant lesearch rvorks in the literature rve have described in

the previous chapters. While developing the Hybrid Contention-Flee Access (H-CFA)

protocol, we set following objectives to achieve:

o It shoulcl be viable for very large scale conrmercial deploS,nlsnt (Fig. 5.1).

o It should increase the capacity of the AP by reducing the polling overheacl.
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Capacity enhancement should not be at no cost of extr-a overhead such as in-

creased waiting time delay to first N'{AC frame(s)'

It should pr-ovide gualanteed delay-borrnd service.

Contention-fi'ee rnedium access approach should addi-ess the tirne synchroniza-

tion issrres and ensut'e efficient utilization of the bandrvidth.

rilLAN (Bss)

(- -) 'ivir.toi P..r.

- 
\t¡irelæs/Wired LinÌs

WC Wireless Cl.ient
AP Acæss Point
BSS Basic Seruióes Set

Figure 5.1-. Components of uide-scale heterogeneolls WLANs enui'ronrnent'
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5.2.2 Protocol Overview

\\¡e achieve the above objectives through the H-CFA protocol. The H-CFA clefines a

Hybrid Contention-Flee Intelval (H-CFI) like the CAP in HCCA or the CFI in PCF.

In H-CFA, the Dynamic Polling List \,{anagerneut (D-PLN{) algorithm incorporated in

the central controller elirninates completely the bandrvidth lvastage that is caused b5,

the rouncl-robin polling scheduler while polling all the admittecl stations whether silent

or talking. D-PLI\,I function nranages tliree logical lists. The first one is the Admitted

Sen'ice List (ASL) that enlists the association ID's (BSSID) of all the admitted users

(poll-able users) under the traffic stream (TS) setup mechanism in [4] on a first-cr:me

first-sen'ed basis and under a Call Admission Control (CAC) mechanism described

in the next chapter. The second one is the Polling List (PL) that enlists association

ID's of those adrnitted services which are in talking state. The initiation of H-CFI

is rnust a,s far as the PL is not empty. The third one is the Idle Selvice List (ISL)

that enlists those admitted services rvhich a,r'e in the silent state. A compleltensive

description and demonstration of the D-PLI\4 algorithrn is provided in the following

section.

The H-CFA perfornis uplink status notification job through a Contention-Free

Activity Detection (CF-AD) aìgoritlim that works in the Contention-Flee Activitv

Detection Interral (CF-ADI), a small portion of the H-CFI at its heginning. The

CF-AD algorithm uses a TDi\4A-like tirne slot assignment scheme for this prtrpose.

The remaining portion of H-CFI is further sub-divided into Contention-F\.ee Down-

link Voice Interval (CF-DVI) and Contention-Fbee Polling Interval (CF-PI) for clown-

link and uplink transmissions, r'espectively, thlough the round-robin polling. During

the CF-DVI, traffic is transmitted down from AP to QoS-stations in FIFO order.

During the CF-PI, the AP allocates polled-TXOPs to the active stations in its up-

dated PL enabling them to send theil frames up to the AP usittg contention-free

poìling type wireless medium access approach. Since we use both the approaches,

i.e., contention-free polling and contention-free TD\,'fA-like slot time assigntnent, we

name it as Hybrid Contention-Flee Access (H-CFA) protocol.The structure of the

H-CFI is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Structure of Hybri,d Contenti,on-Free Interual (H-CFI).

5.2.3 Protocol Description

The AP starts the H-CFI as long as there is at least one active user in the PL, either

in the optional CFP of periodic beacon intervals or in the CP like CAP or the ICF as

in [4], [32] respectively. However, the internal architecture and working of the H-CFI

is quite different, as it comprises of three sub-intervals, i.e., Contention-Fhee Activity

Detection Interval (CF-ADI), contention-free downlink voice interval (CF-DVI), and

Contention-Flee Polling Interval (CF-PI).
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5.2.3.L Contention-FYee Activity Detection (CF-AD) Algorithm

With the start of H-CFI after the channel has been sensed idle for a PIFS time

interval, the CF-ADI also starts. In the start of CF-ADI, the AP broadcasts a single

Contention-Fbee Activity Detection Poll (CF-AD-Poll) frame having a field vector

(FV) that represents the AIDs of all the idle stations in the ISL in the order as of

the ISL. This FV enables idle stations to notify their status change to the AP in

contention-free manner according to their respective order in the FV. In this way,

a station at the frrst position in the FV gets the opportunity to respond first. The

response from the idle station is also a Broadcast Response (RB) frame. The silent

station responds only in the case of activity arrival, otherwise, it does not respond.

The next silent station waits for a SIFS time period if it hears the RB frame, otherwise

it waits for a PIFS time period before it can avail its own opportunity to respond.

The sequences of actions during CF-ADI are shown in Fig. 5.3.

Following this procedure, each idle station in the FV can notify its uplink status

change from idle to active state. The AP replaces the idle station from the ISL to

the PL on hearing the RB frame from that station. If two consecutive idle stations

do not respond, the next station responds after two PIFS time intervals and so will

the AP expect from that station. We can see that the length of the CF-ADI (say

AD-Length in terms of bit times) is a function of the number of activity arrivals and

can be calculated as follows.

Let n be the number of idle stations in the FV and m out of these n idle stations

do not broadcast RB frames. We denote the lengths of CF-AD-Poll frame, SIFS, RB

frame, and PIFS, wirh ADPoI-Length, SIFS-Length, RB-Length, and PIFS-Length,

respectively, in terms of bit times. According to the CF-AD algorithm as described

above,

AD-Length : I.+ (n - m) x SIFS-Length -l (" - *)
x RB -Length I m x P I F S -Length. (5 1)

where 1," : {(0,ADPol-Length)lln:o:0 and In}r: ADPoI-Length}, and n :
0 + m: 0. Following two extreme cases are worth considering when n ) l.

Case 1: There is no activity arrival (i.e., no user broadcasts RB frame), that means
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rrL : n) in which case,

AD-Length : ADPol-Length I n x PI F S _Length.

case 2: All ?? users in the ISL broadcast RB frame, í.e., m: 0, in which case,

AD-Length : ADPol-Length * n x s I F s -Lengtlt, i n x RB -Length.

Note:
STA = station
n = 2(l)N; whe¡e N is the integer that represents the last slation in the ISL.

Figure 5.3. Sequence of acti,ons duri,ng contentton-free acti,ui,ty detecti,on i,nterual of
H-CFA.

At the end of CF-ADI, the AP starts the contention-free downlink voice interval
(CF-DVI) after a SIFS time intervaì. In CF-DVI, the AP sends frame(s) from its
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local queue, separated by SIFS, to their destined stations (active or idle) in the FIFO

order. At the end of CF-DVI, the Contention-Flee Polling Interval (CF-PI) starts

after a SIFS time interval. In the CF-PI, the AP sends the CF-Poll frame to allocate

the polled-TxoP to active station according to its order in the PL. After a SIFS

time interval, the polled station sends its frame to the AP. If the polled station has

more than one frame, it may send multiple frame exchange sequences through the

Contention-Flee Burst (CFB), each frame sequence separated by a SIFS, as far as the

TXOP-limit is not reached. The remaining frame exchange sequence(s) will either be

dropped if it is only one or wili wait for their transmission in the next CF-PI.

If transmission of the frame(s) is completed before the TXOP-limit, the remaining

time of the TXOP is surrendered to the AP. After receiving the last frame, the AP

waits for a SIFS time and then sends the CF-Poll frame to the next active station

in the PL. If active to idle state change occurs during the allocated TXOP time,

the station adds 0 as more data field in its last frame to let the AP know about

its status change as in [35] (see D-PLM algorithm for details). In such a case, the

AP will replace the station from PL to ISL. Moreover, keeping in view that voice

calls can tolerate packet loss to some extent, the frame-acknowledgment scheme can

be eliminated. Elimination of such unnecessary poll-frames and subsequent PIFS

time intervals or null-frames, and ACK-frames reduces the unnecessary overhead to
further increase the system capacity in order to be able to admit more real-time traffic

streams (TSs).

ó.2.3.2 Dynamic Polling List Management (D-PLM) Algorithm

A newly admitted voice station is presumed active and is placed at the top of the

PL above the current active stations in the order of first-come first-served. The order

of the polling list (PL) may not be the same in each H-CFI and may not be in the

order (ascending/descending) of AID's of the active stations. However, the order

of the Admitted Service Lisi (ASL) is kept constant in the ascending order of the

AID's of all admitted stations. The order of the Idle Service List (ISL) is maintained

according to the FIFO principie, i.e., the station whose status has changed from

active to idle state prior to another station will get prior position in the ISL. During

the Contention-Fïee Activity Detection Interval (CF-ADI), an idle station avails its
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respective opportunity to respond according to its order in the ISL.

The D-PLM function initiates a timer called Idle State Timer (iS-T) for each idle
station as soon as it becomes idle. The IS-T calculates the silence duration of the
silent station. With this timer, the D-PLM function calculates the exact duration of
idle period of each station at the time when the idte station notifies its status change

from idle to active state through the RB frame. In this wayj a station for which the
duration of idle period is shorter than any other station will get prior position in the
PL. However, stations that notify their status change from idle to active state get

their respective position at the head of the PL before the old active stations in the
PL.

The D-PLM function maintains an Idle State Duration Vector (ISD-V). Based on

the size of the silence durations, ISD-V records the positions of stations that notify
their state change from idle to active during the current H-CFI. Stations with shorter
silence durations get prior position in the ISD-V and are added to the head of the
PL accordingly. Getting a position at the head of the PL does not seem to serve any
purpose with regards to the priority/fairness to more talkative voice stations when

we look with the perspective of cyclic polting (such as in round robin polling). In the
cyclic polling, it does not matter which station is polled first as each station is polled

in the cyclic order. Howevet, with another perspective, getting prior position in the
PL seems very much useful in terms of efficient bandwidth utilization. The H-CFI
has some maximum limit depending on the delay bounds of the admitted services.

Therefore, all the admitted stations may not be polled during one H-CFI (see in Fig.
6'1, Chapter 6). In such a situation, a station with frequent traffic arrival pattern
as determined by the D-PLM function, that always get prior position in the PL will
definitely avail more active H-CFIs where it is polled rather than being not polled

due to the maximum limit of the H-CFL The ISD-V determines the traffic arrival
behaviors at individual voice stations. A station with shorter silence duration shows

more frequent traffic arrival pattern than that with the longer silence periods. The D-

PLM function decides whether a voice station has more frequent traffic arrival pattern
on the basis of its last IS-T values. Intuitively, a station having more frequent arrival
patterns of busrty traffic will need priority over the others. Therefore, the D-PLM
algorithm smartly provides fair share of the bandwidth according to the requirements
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of stations.

Note:
STA = st¿tion
i = 1(1)I; where I is the intèger that iepresents the last station
in the PL that is polled.

Figure 5.4. Sequence of acti,ons durtng contenti,on-free poll'ing 'interual in H-CFA.

Active to idle state change of a station can be addressed by the D-PLM algorithm

in two ways. A simple (but less efficient) rvay is one used in the legacy IEEE 802.11

standard where the station keeps quiet in case of transition from active to idle state.

The AP does not know this status change in the current H-CFI until the next one

when it polls this station and waits for PIFS time to know that the user has become

silent. Another way is through in-band signaling, as in [28], [35]. This is a proactive

approach but either needs modification of the MAC frame format by adding a "more

data field" with a logic value 0 or 1 bit (with 0 indicating the last frame, and with
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1 indicating more frames to follow) or needs help from the upper layers. In the H-

CFA protocol, we propose the second option. With a minor change in the MAC

frame format, this scheme can save considerable bandwidth wastage that is caused in

polling idle stations and then waiting for PIFS time period or for a null frame. The

sequences of actions during CF-PI are shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, \Me compare the performance of H-CFA protocol with other related

research works through simulations. We do not consider the schemes that address

the fairness or priority-QoS issues or use (fully or partially) contention-based medium

access approach for uplink status notification, because these works do not conform

to our objectives. In the perspective of large scale commercial deployment of such

schemes, the increased traffic load causes exponential growth in non-deterministic

medium access delays. Since the H-CFA protocol is designed by combining the the

two contention-free wireless medium access approaches, i.e., polling and TDMA-like

time slots assignments, we compare H-CFA with such schemes which are also purely

contention-free. These schemes are adaptive polling MAC scheme in 135]; CSSR

polling scheme in [3a]; and round-robin polling scheme of IEEE 802.17alblg/e MAC

standards [3],[4]

5.3.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation Parameters

We evaluate two very important performance metrics. One is the system capacity

that relates to the large scale commercial deployment of the scheme. Capacity of

the system is the maximum number of voice stations that the AP can serve (poll)

during the allowable length of a contention-free repetition interval. The other one

is the wireless medium access waiting time delays to the first talk-spurt frame(s) of

the bursty time-sensitive voice traffic when the periodic idle to active state change

occurs. The waiting time delay is time in seconds that the first talk-spurt frame(s),

arriving at the event of idle to active state change, has to wait due to the imposition

of the threshold time intervals of the talk-spurt detection algorithm.

For bursty voice traffic, we consider a two-state Markov model of uplink voice
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Table 5.1. Si,rnulati,on ters

Parameters Value

Average idle period (sec)

Average active period (sec)

Parameter p for [35] and [3a]

Tbaffic arrival rate (Kbps)

Tbaffic transmission rate (Mbps)

Hybrid Contention-free Interval

PIFS length (¡rsec)

SIFS length (¡;sec)

CF-poll (bytes)

Data frame length (bytes)

Beacon frame length (bytes)

H-CF poll length (bytes)

Broadcast Response (BR) Iength

(msec)

(bytes)

1.35

1

0.08

64

2

20

30

10

20

160

88

30

t4

activity. One is the idle state with mean duration of 1.35 seconds and the other one

is the active state with mean duration of 1 second. Both idle and active periods

have exponential distribution as used in [29],[26],[35]. During the active state, packet

generation rate is assumed as 64 Kbps, i.e., 160 bytes per beacon/H-CFl cycle of

20 msec as in IEEE 802.11 [3], [4]. The transmission rate is assumed to be 2 Mbps. We

assume that the channel is loss-free, and the stations are always in power-awake mode,

or at least in the soft power-sleep mode where they can always hear the broadcasts

during the H-CFI's. \Me do not take into account the background contention-based

data traffi.c as our schemes are fully contention-free. Values of the different parameters

used in our simulations are shown in Table 5.1.

5.3.2 Performance Results

As we can see in Fig. 5.5, the adaptive polling MAC scheme in [35] supports 38

stations (with p : 0.08). This scheme saves bandwidth by not polling the stations for

decreasing threshold time intervals during their idle state. The CSSR polling scheme
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in [3a] supports up to 40 stations for the same parameter value. The reason behind

this is that it uses fixed threshold time intervals for not polling the stations during

their idle state, and thus, saves more bandwidth than the scheme in [35]. The round-

robin scheme of IEEE 8}z.Ilalblg/e supports only 25 stations due to the reason that

it causes bandwidth wastage in polling the stations all the time whether they are idle

or active.
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As we can observe in Fig. 5.6, the average waiting time delay to first talk-spurt

frame in case of the adaptive polling MAC scheme in [35] is 50 msec. This is due to

the decreasing threshold time intervals during the idle state when the frame(s) has

to wait for the station to be polled after the threshold time interval is over. In case

of CSSR scheme in [34], the waiting time deiay is even larger, i.e., 60 n'Lsec. This

is due to the fact that the fixed threshold time intervals offer more time to arriving

frames for waiting. The values of the waiting times in these two schemes indicate

that the arriving frames have to wait for more than two consecutive H-CFI's which

is not tolerable to the time-sensitive voice services.

As we can see in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, the proposed H-CFA protocol outperforms all

its counterparts. It can support 35 stations by not polling the stations during their

silent periods as opposed to the round-robin polling. It does not enhance as much

capacity as in [35], [3a] due to the reason that it has to use a minimal bandwidth
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for Contention-Flee Activity Detection (CF-AD) algorithm to work. However, as

opposed to [35], [34], the H-CFA protocol reduces the bandwidth wastage efficiently

and independently without the cost of increased waiting time delays or consecutive

frame losses.

5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, one of the core QoS issues, i.e., efficient silence suppression, has been

addressed. A novel wireless MAC protocoi called Hybrid Contention-FYee Access

(H-CFA) protocol has been proposed. The H-CFA protocol provides substantial mul-

tiplexing gains through silence suppression. This protocol provides purely contention-

free medium access mainly through an intelligent round-robin type polling algorithm

adjoining it with a TDMA-like time slot algorithm for Contention-FÏee Activity De-

tection from idle to active state change. It suppresses the idle periods of real-time

voice efficiently at no cost of increased waiting time delays.

The performance analysis of H-CFA in comparison to other contention-free proto-

cols, including the round-robin scheme (which is used in IEEE 802.11), reveals that

the H-CFA protocol outperforms all its counterparts with regard to system capacity

and waiting time delays. The H-CFA protocol enhances the capacity of the round-

,1-'t> rFr' 77-w7ryY- rya w- 7 - 7-W7ry777rw.?T-l>r'

----N- Adaptive polling MAC (variable threshold), p = 6
---þ- CSSR (fÌxed threshold), p = 0.08

--O- Round Robin scheme
+ H-CFA protocol, proposed
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robin scheme of IEEE S02.77alblg/e standard up to 40% at no cost except some

minor structurai changes in the PCF or CAP.
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Chapter 6

QoS and Capacity Enhancement

for VoIP in \MiFi Networks: A
Measurement-Based Call
Admission Control (CAC) Scheme

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have introduced our new Hybrid Contention-Flee Access

(H-CFA) MAC protocol that suppresses alternating silence periods of bursty voice

traffic smartly and provides a fair share of the bandwidth according to the traffi.c

arrival behavior at the individual voice station. Performance evaluation results of the

H-CFA protocol have shown substantial QoS-aware capacity enhancement in WLANs.

Since wireless medium bandwidth is limited, the delay sensitive voice traffic would

need some minimum acceptable level of parametric-QoS guarantees such as maximum

end-to-end delay and packet loss rate. The length of the Hybrid Contention-Flee In-

terval (H-CFI) can not go beyond a certain maximum limit in order to keep the delays

under the acceptable limits to the voice traffic. Therefore, a call admission control

mechanism is required to limit the admitted voice services for guaranteeing them

the negotiated delay bounds. To this end, we introduce a measurement-based call

admission control (CAC) scheme for wireless VoIP, called Tlaffic Stream Admission

Control (TS-AC) algorithm.

The TS-AC algorithm ensures efficient admission control for consistent delay-
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bound guarantees and further maximizes the capacity through exploiting the voice

characteristic that it can tolerate some level of non-consecutive packet loss. We apply

our proposed TS-AC algorithm to the H-CFA protocol described in the previous

chapter for carrying out its performance analysis through simulations. At different

acceptable QoS levels of non-consecutive frame loss, the performance results show

substántial increase in the system capacity while satisfying the voice users accordingly.

6.2 The Traffic Stream Admission Control (TS-

AC) Mechanism

Our objective is to develop a smart wireless MAC protocol that can guarantee the

requisite parametric performance metrics such as capacity enhancement, end-to-end

delay bounds, consecutive packet loss control etc. None of the schemes that we

have described in the previous chapters, except a few such as the IEEE 802.11e,

considers the call admission control (CAC) issue which is very important for guar-

anteeing consistent parametric QoS to the admitted stations. While developing the

measurement-based TS Admission Control (TS-AC) scheme, we put forth following

targets to achieve:

¡ enhancement of the capacity of AP for large scale commercial deployment,

o capacity enhancement at no cost like increased waiting time delay to first MAC

frame(s) that arrives when the silent to talk-spurt state change occurs,

o conforming to the maximum delay-bound limits, and

o no consecutive frame loss.

6.2.L Protocol Overview

In order to provide a consistent level of parametric QoS, specially, the delay bounds

and the acceptable level of packet loss, to already admitted traffic streams through

the negotiation of TSPEC's as has been envisaged in [4], it is imperative to have

an efficient control over the admission of new stations. For guaranteed deiay-bound

service a Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme, called TYaffic Stream Admission

Control (TS-AC) algorithm, is developed which maximizes the capacity gain through
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exploiting the characteristic of bursty voice traffic that it can tolerate inconsecutive

frame loss to some acceptable maximum level. This TS-AC algorithm keeps the

number of admitted stations below some measured maximum count.

6.2.2 Protocol Description

The TS-AC function is incorporated in the AP that provides measurement based

call admission control. Since the H-CFI must fulfill the delay bound requirements

of all the admitted traffic streams, its length is limited (say H-CFI-MAXtength)
according to the minimum negotiated delay bound of all the TSPEC's and can-

not go beyond that maximum limit. The TS-AC function keeps track of the un-

used bandwidth (say H-CFI-Unused) during each H-CFI (i.e., H-CFI-Unused :
H-CFI-MAXlength - H-CFIJT'imer, where H-CFI-T'imer is the actual band-

width used during the current H-CFI). When a, new call admission request comes,

the TS-AC function differentiates the requested bandwidth with the measured un-

used bandwidth in the current H-CFI. If the differential is positive, it admits the call,

otherwise, the call admission request is denied.

The proposed TS-AC algorithrn maximizes the capacity by exploiting one char-

acteristic of voice service that it can tolerate inconsecutive pactet loss to some ac-

ceptable level. This means that all of the admitted traffic streams may not be served

during one H-CFI. Therefore, in the worst scenario, the maximum number of ad-

missible traffic streams depends on the fact that not a single user in the PL should

remain un-served during two consecutive H-CFIs, so that the un-served station must

not undergo consecutive frame loss. Therefore, the AP polls active stations in the

PL in a round-robin fashion but stops where the H-CFi maximum limit comes. In
the next H-CFI, it starts polling from the station where it had left in the last H-CFI.

The TS-AC algorithm quantifies the increased capacity from the measured maximum

number of TS's that will definitely be polled during the H-CFI-MAXlength pe-

riod. This quantification mechanism is based on the maximum negotiated QoS level

in terms of percentage of times an admitted voice user may undergo inconsecutive

packet loss. According to this algorithm, the greater the maximum negotiated QoS

Ievel, the larger will be the capacity, and vice versa. The D-PLM and the TS-AC

functions are demonstrated in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Dgnarnzc polli,ng l'ist management (D-PLM) and trffic stream addmi,s-

s'ion control (TS-AC ) Algori,thms.

Let l/p, QoS-rnar, and Ät represent, respectively, the maximum number of TS's

which are polled during a H-CFI; the maximum negotiated QoS level in terms of

percentage of times an admitted voice station may undergo inconsecutive packet loss

during its life-cycle of voice session; the resulting increased number of TS's (i.e., the

sum of the number of TS's which are polled during ihe H-CFI and those which can

not be polled due to H-CFI-MAXlength). Then

Qos -mar: [O#] " roo + /v, : round'-ott (O=5¡

6.3 Perforrnance Evaluation

(6.1)

In this section we evaluate the proposed TS-AC algorithm through simulations. For

this purpose) we apply our proposed CAC scheme to our proposed Hybrid Contention-

Fïee Access (H-CFA) protocol to evaluate the variance in the system capacity at

different levels of maximum negotiated QoS,
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6.3.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation Parameters

We evaluate a very important performance measure. This is the system capacity, i.e.,

the maximum number of voice users that the AP can poil during each service interval

or that can be satisfied according to the TSPEC parameters under the proposed

call admission control mechanism. In case of TS-AC algorithm, we determine the

number of satisfied voice stations which are among the potential stations served with

their guaranteed delay bound requirements and do not suffer a single consecutive or

inconsecutive packet loss below the agreed QoS level.

We consider a two-state Markov model of uplink voice activity. One of the states

is the idle state with mean duration of 1.35 seconds and the other one is the active

state with mean duration of 1 second (both idle and active periods have exponential

distribution). We assume a packets generation rate of 64 Kbps, i.e., 160 bytes per

beacon/H-CFl cycle of 20 msec. The transmission rate is assumed to be 2 Mbps. We

do not take into account the background contention-based data traffic as our schemes

are fully contention-free. We assume that the channel is loss-free, and the users are

always in power-awake mode, or at least in the sofb power-sleep mode where they

can always hear the broadcasts during the H-CFi's. Various parameters used in our

simulations are same as in Table 2 (chapter 5).

6.3.2 Performance Results

We apply the TS-AC algorithm along with the H-CFA protocol to evaluate the max-

imum number of voice stations that can be satisfied for different levels of maximum

negotiated QoS. The results are shown in Fig. 6.2. At QoS -mar : 0To percent, which

implies that the inconsecutive packet loss is acceptable 0 percent of times (i.e., each

admitted station is polled in each H-CFI), the average number of satisfied stations

(^ä) is about 35. At QoS -mat : 70y0, N" : 39. AI QoS -matr : 25T0, N" : 47.

At, QoS,-"* : 50T0, No : 70. Without the application of the TS-AC scheme at

QoS-mar:0To and at QoS,no*:50T0, the results show that the number of satisfled

users drops to zero after the respective maximum limit is reached.
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Figure 6.2. Vari,at'ions i,n the nun'Lber of sati,sfied aoice users i,n the proposed H-CFA

protocol at uarious QoS leuels wi.th and without TS-AC scheme.

6.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, one of the core QoS issues, i.€., call admission control, has been

addressed. In order to provide a consistent level of parametric QoS, specially, the delay

bounds and the acceptable level of packet loss to already admitted traffic streams

through the negotiation of TSPEC's as has been envisaged in [4], we have introduced

a Tlafiûc Stream Admission Control (TS-AC) algorithm. This algorithm keeps the

number of admitted stations below some measured maximum count, It maximizes

the capacity by exploiting one characteristic of voice service that it can tolerate

inconsecutive packet loss to some acceptable level.

The TS-AC algorithm quantifies the increased capacity from the measured max-

imum number of TS's that will definitely be polled during the H-CFI-MAXlength
period. This quantification mechanism is based on the maximum negotiated QoS

level in terms of percentage of times an admitted voice user may undergo inconsecu-

tive packet loss. In the TS-AC algorithm, we determine the number of satisfied voice

stations, which âre among the potential stations served with their guaranteed delay

bound requirements and do not suffer a single consecutive or inconsecutive packet

loss below the agreed QoS level.

We have applied the TS-AC algorithm along with the H-CFA protocol to evaluate
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the maximum number of voice stations that can be satisfied for different levels of

maximum negotiated QoS. The performance results of the TS-AC algorithm have

shown that it does not only provide consistent delay satisfaction but also increases

the capacity gain significantly at the cost of different accepted QoS levels.
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Chapter 7

Concluston

In this chapter we provide the summary of the research that has been discussed and

presented in this thesis.

7.L Summary

The chapter-wise summary provided bellow concludes our research.

e QoS 'issues in the IEEE 802.17 u'ireless LANs: we have presented a

comprehensive study of IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN MAC standard. In this

context, we have explored and critically examined different important aspects

like: IEEE 802.11 MAC architectural aspects; its limitations on QoS provision-

ing to real-time services; QoS requirements of real-time services; basic survey

of QoS enhancement aspects; and efforts done so far within the standard and

out of the standard. The enhanced version of the standard, i.e., IEEE 802.11e,

defines two sub-functions, EDCA and HCCA, in its new Hybrid Coordination

F\rnction (HCF) for prioritized-QoS and parameterized-QoS enhancement re-

spectively. The EDCA, which provides prioritized-QoS, is not suitable for delay

sensitive services as it uses the non-deterministic wireless medium access ap-

proach, i.e., CSMA/CA, however, it is suited to enhance QoS for the best-effort

data services.

The HCCA that provides parameterized-QoS is suited to enhance QoS require-

ments of the delay sensitive services as it uses the deterministic channel access

approach, i.e., round-robin polling. Besides, the HCF also outlines call ad-

mission control (CAC) strategies for both EDCA and HCCA for guaranteeing
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service requirements of admitted services. The direct link protocol (DLP) that
enables the peer QSTA's to communicate directly without QAP, and the block

acknowledgement scheme for efficient utilization of the bandwidth are also dis-

cussed and explored.

Different error correction approaches, such as the reverse error coïïection and

the forward error correction along with a joint-venture of these two approaches

called hybrid FEC-ARQ error correction, are discussed with reference to its
implication on the high speed error prone wireless channel. In view of the critical
study of the WLAN standard, following research issues/aspects are explored.

In the EDCA mode, the IEEE 802.11e MAC standard allows to dynamically

change the parameters that affect prioritized-QoS provisioning, depending on

the network conditions but does not define how to change these dynamically.

The multi-rate PHYs capabilities defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard supports

for dynamic rate switching according to the medium conditions to improve

the throughput. However, the standard does not define the mechanism or the

algorithm that can decide the best rate channel momentarily and then can

efficiently or opportunistically switch to that channei momentarily.

In case of delay-sensitive services supported in the HCCA or in the PCF, the

same round-robin type polling scheduler is proposed in all versions of the IEEE
802.11 MAC standard. As the round-robin scheduler does not suppress silence

periods of bursty voice traffic, the standard allows to implement any optimized

algorithm or scheme to do this job but does not specify any. The average values

of the parameters that the round-robin scheduler uses for service reservation

information are only suitable for constant bit rate (CBR) traffic. For variable

bit rate (VBR) type of traffic, the standard does not define specific scheme. An

other important research issue is the optimization of the trade-off between the

channel efficiency, priority and fairness.

QoS proai,sioning in the IEEE 802.11 WLANs.. We have discussed and

elaborated the core QoS-related design issue as our research problem that is

common in all versions of IEEE 802.11 MAC standard (weather 802.7lalblg
or 802.11e). That is the inefficiency of the WiFi MAC standard in exploiting

a very important characteristic of packet-switched networks, i.e., multiplexing
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gains and quality of service provisioning in case of bursty type of traffic through
suppressing the alternating silence periods. We have also explained the motiva-
tion and gravity for soiving this QoS and capacity-related design problem that
causes in-efficient utilization of the scarce wireless bandwidth.
We have presented a consolidated survey of the major research works on eoS-
aware wireless MAC protocols in the recent literature and have provided their
qualitative comparison categorically. We conclude that the fairness and priority
based QoS schemes and the fully or partially contention-based schemes, due
to their non-deterministic medium access nature, are not suited to fulfill the
parametric-QoS requirements of delay sensitive services. However, the fu¡y
contention-free schemes, and call admission control schemes, are important in
dealing with the capacity enhancement and parametric-QoS provisioning to real-
time services. Aithough the fully contention-free schemes provide significant
improvement in reducing the polling overhead, they are not efficient. Because
they incur an increased waiting time delay to stations at the time when they
change their state from idle to active, and thereby, increase the end-to-end delay
substantially.

o Perforrnarùce ano,lgsis of contentí,on-free a,pproaches for s,í,Ience sup_
press'ion in aoice calls: We carried out and presented the performance evalu-
ation of two well-kno\Mn fully contention-free schemes which suppress the silence
periods in voice calls. Mathematical models are developed to evaluate the two
important performance metrics, i.e., the average polling overhead time that the
scheduler saves for each voice station during its one uplink voice activity cycle,
and the unnecessary average waiting time delay that the first talk-spurt frame
at each voice station suffers.

Numerical results show that both of the schemes reduce the polling overhead
time considerably during the silence periods of voice calls. But these schemes
cause waiting time delays for medium access on the order of tens of mile-seconds
to the first talk-spurt frames. Keeping in view the maximum end-to-end delay
that the voice call can tolerate and other contributing delays to it such as
queuing, processing, transmission, and propagation delays, within the core of
the iP network, this unnecessary channel access waiting time delay may not
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make these schemes viable for voice services.

ø A noael Qos-auare MAc protocol for ao,ice seruices ouer rEEE802'1r-based wLANs: one of the core eos issues, i.e., efficient silence
suppression, is addressed. For efficient silence suppression and capacity en_
hancement, we have introduced a novel quality of service (eos)-aware wireless
medium access control (MAC) protocol, called Hybrid Contention-Fbee Access
(H-CFA) protocol' This protocol provides purely contention-free medium ac-
cess mainly through an intelligent round-robin type polling algorithm adjoiningit with a TDMA-like time slot algorithm for contention-free activity detection
from idle to active state change. It suppresses the idle periods of real-time voice
efficiently at no cost of increased waiting time delays.
The performance analysis of H-CFA protocol through simulations in comparison
to other contention-free protocols, including the round-robin scheme, reveals
that the H-cFA protocol outperforms all its counterparts with regard to system
capacity and waiting time derays. The H-CFA protocor enhances the capacity
of the round-robin polling scheme up to 40% at no cost except some minor
structural changes in the pCF or CAp.

c Qos and capo'citg enhancerr¿er¿t through a rÍùee,su?.en¿ent based, caII
ødmissior¿ controt (cAC) scheme.. one of the core eos issues, i.e., calr
admission control, is addressed. In order to provide a consistent level of para-
metric QoS and the acceptable level of packet loss, to already admitted traffic
streams, we have introduced a f}affic stream Admission contror (TS_AC) ar_gorithm' This TS-AC algorithm keeps the number of admitted stations below
some measured maximum count. It maximizes the capacity by exproiting one
characteristic of voice service that it can tolerate inconsecutive packet loss to
some acceptable level. This capacity enhancement is based on the maximum
negotiated Qos level in terms of the percentage of times an admitted voice user
may undergo inconsecutive packet loss. The TS-AC algorithm determines the
number of satisfied voice stations which are among the potential stations served
with their guaranteed deray bound requirements and do not suffer a single con_
secutive or inconsecutive packet loss berow the agreed eos rever.
we have applied the TS-AC argorithm arong with the H-CFA protocor to carry
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out its performance analysis through simulations. As an important performancemeasure' we evaluate the maximum number of voice stations that can be satis-fied for different levels of maximum negotiated eos. The performance resurts ofthe TS-AC algorithm shows that it does not only provide consistent deray satis-faction but also increases the capacity gain significantly at the cost of differentaccepted eoS levels.

7.2 Future Work
The following outlines a few directions for future research in the area of eos andcapacity enhancement and bandwidth adaptation in the next generation broadbandwireless IP netwo¡ks (e.g., WiFi and WiMAX):

o our ongoing research is focused on improving the H-.FA MAc protocor andthe 
'naffic 

stream Admission contror (TS-A.) argorithm and to carry out itsanalytical performance evaluation.
o In wireless networks, multi-path fading of the mobile radio channels is its fun-damentar trait induced by the changing strength of each path and the changinginterference between these paths. Tladitionally, channel fading is viewed as asource of unreliability and has to ,be mitigated. Recent and current researchsuggests another view of transmitting information opportunistically when andwhe¡e the channer is strong by exproiting channer fluctuations, and it can en_hance the throughput gains' In order for that, IEEE g02.11 standard supportsmulti-rate PHYs capabilities for dynamic rate switching that can improve thethroughput' However, it does not define the mechanism or argorithm that candecide the best rate channer momentarily and then can efficientry or opportunis_ .tically switch to that channel momentarily. An opportunistic channer switchingscheme or algorithm that takes the switching decisions based on the recentlymeasured conditions on different channers can be deveroped in this context.r The deployment of muitlradio pHy-rayer technorogies, such as MrMo (murtipre_input multiple-output), in the emerging broadband Ip technologies (i.e., IEEE802'1ln and IEEE g02.16) promises huge capacity enhancements and, at thesame time, put forth new research dimension in how to optimize network per_
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formance by intelligently and efficiently exploiting the multiple radios in the
time and space dependent wireless medium. Even with these provisions, the
IEEE standards have not matured enough to efficiently exploit these multi-
radio capabilities in efficient manner. Therefore, one direction is to develop

QoS-aware adaptive resource allocation MAC protocols for efficient bandwidth
utilization in order for optimum performance in terms of throughput, eos, and
capacity gains.

Another important issue is analytical modeling to evaluate the efficiency and
performance of EDCF packet bursting and Contention-Flee Burst (CFB) in
WLANs.
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